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In The Hill segment above, Batya Ungar-Sargon reviews how draconian COVID measures ruined the

lives of millions of lower- and middle-class Americans while lining the pockets of the liberal cabal.

Indeed, the cost of the COVID measures were deFnitely not born equally by all. Moreover, those who

spoke the truth were punished rather than lauded for their reason.

Now, the tide is starting to shift. Recent polling shows 49% of Americans believe the COVID shots

may be responsible for the massive rise in sudden deaths and 28% say they know someone they

believe was killed by the shots.

With half the country now questioning the shots, the propagandists surely have their work cut out

for them. Perhaps some of them are realizing it's now a losing battle and they need an escape plan,

a new narrative to salvage what little public trust is left.

Apologies and Calls for Amnesty Are Just More Propaganda

Cartoonist Anne Gibbons hits the nail on the head!

Back in early November 2022, The Atlantic published an article by Brown University economist

Emily Oster,  who suggested COVID dictators be granted "amnesty" for their mistaken beliefs about

COVID-19. "We need to forgive one another for what we did and said when we were in the dark

about COVID," she wrote. Her arguments were so ill-conceived, most of those who read it answered

with colorful variations of "Not a chance."

January 30, 2023, medical student Kevin Bass followed in Oster's footsteps, penning an opinion

piece for Newsweek in which he urges the scientiFc community to "admit we were wrong about

COVID and it cost lives":

"I staunchly supported the efforts of the public health authorities when it came to COVID-

19. I believed that the authorities responded to the largest public health crisis of our lives

with compassion, diligence, and scientiBc expertise. I was with them when they called for

lockdowns, vaccines, and boosters. I was wrong. We in the scientiBc community were

wrong. And it cost lives.

I can see now that the scientiBc community from the CDC to the WHO to the FDA and their

representatives, repeatedly overstated the evidence and misled the public about its own

views and policies, including on natural vs. artiBcial immunity, school closures and disease

transmission, aerosol spread, mask mandates, and vaccine effectiveness and safety,

especially among the young.

All of these were scientiBc mistakes at the time, not in hindsight … Our emotional response

and ingrained partisanship prevented us from seeing the full impact of our actions on the

people we are supposed to serve.

We systematically minimized the downsides of the interventions we imposed — imposed

without the input, consent, and recognition of those forced to live with them. In so doing,

we violated the autonomy of those who would be most negatively impacted by our policies:

the poor, the working class, small business owners, Blacks and Latinos, and children …

Most of us did not speak up in support of alternative views, and many of us tried to

suppress them … But the scorn that we laid on them was a disaster for public trust in the

pandemic response."

Tucker Carlson Lauds Bass' Honesty

February 4, 2023, Fox News host Tucker Carlson invited Bass onto his show to discuss his

apparently newfound humility. But while Carlson and a majority of Bass' Twitter followers

applauded his "honesty," many scientists and doctors who have been defamed, censored and Fred

for speaking truth right from the start are none too impressed.
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Bass Wipes His Twitter Account

Curiously, Bass seems to have predicted trouble, as he wiped his Twitter account clean three days

before his Newsweek piece was published.

Could one potential reason for wiping his Twitter history be that it revealed some of his long-held

stances on even more unpopular topics than lockdowns and the COVID jabs? For example, Bass is

apparently a fan of eugenics, as evidenced in a couple of tweets highlighted by Dr. Meryl Nass:

Early Truth Tellers Reject Bass' Belated Awakening

Paul E. Alexander, a Canadian health researcher and former Trump administration oacial at the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, wrote a scathing critique  of Bass' performance on

Tucker Carlson's show, referring to him as a spineless grifter trying to separate himself from the

COVID tyrants as proof of their falsehoods mounts.

"This Bass guy is delusional to compare himself to … esteemed real warriors and Bghters,"

Alexander writes. "The frauds, the grifters, beneBtted on the upside joining in on the

lockdown lunacy and being incentivized and making money, now wanting to beneBt on the

downside too. Filth …

This is the ultimate grifter, ultimate, grifting off of fame, this Bass guy, was never interested

in the harms and pain and suffering from the lockdown lunacy and the vaccines, now

stealing air time after having blood on his hands, his and his buddies, his doctor buddies

and academic scientists …

[F]or as you see, Kev was all too happy and joined in, and he wrote this, when Atlas,

Kulldorff, Breggin, me, Jeff Tucker, McCullough, Ladapo, Wolf, Risch and us freedom

Bghters, us contrarians, us skeptics, all of us, were scorned and smeared and cancelled,

income taken etc. …"

Indeed, while Bass now presents himself as a courageous truth teller, he's still scornful of the

original truth tellers — the very ones he admitted were correct from the start and were unfairly

castigated and excluded from the decision-making process. 

As recently as February 4, 2023, Bass blew them off en masse as being "no good." His dismissal of

the Stockholm conference as a whole — during which scientists and doctors from around the world

reviewed the very mistakes he admitted to in his Newsweek "apology" — also raises questions

about his sincerity.

kevin bass tweet

Propaganda ReKned

Dr. Pierre Kory — who got Fred for standing Frm on early treatment for COVID-19 and now treats

post-jab injuries and long-COVID in private practice — initially welcomed Bass' apology, but quickly

changed his mind after reading a more in-depth analysis by Substack author, A Midwestern Doctor.

Kory writes:

"Although I have been describing myself of late as an 'expert' in spotting COVID

Disinformation and propaganda tactics, this week I discovered that I, along with many

others, got fooled by the above Newsweek article, naively thinking it as representative of

the genuine reYecting of a bold medical student …

A Midwestern Doctor saw the article for exactly what is was — yet another lame attempt at

a 'plea for amnesty' by those in power … The decision to use a medical student as an author

of this 'Oster 2.0' article was ingenious and was one way in which I got suckered by it.

The other reason is that, the tactics used in the article were much more nuanced than in

Oster's piece and thus required a close reading, especially to the actual words/language

used and the intent behind their use …

If you are like me and thought Newsweek's decision to publish an article like that was a

genuine reYection of changing sentiment among not only the scientiBc community but also

political and industry leadership, then please read [A Midwestern Doctor's] essay. It wasn't.

At all. We are still getting played, but, at the same time, I think the decision to publish that

article shows they are getting desperate."

Dissecting Bass' Plea for Amnesty

In his February 3, 2023, analysis, A Midwestern Doctor wrote:

"In Oster's plea for amnesty, I felt she was providing an excellent example of a pseudo-

apology  — she 'asked for forgiveness' but simultaneously refused to admit she was in any

way at fault for any of her previous actions, and used a variety of linguistic constructs to try

to both have her cake and eat it too …

I believe the goal of [Bass'] piece is to test out soundbites that could be used to address the

major issues that the medical establishment has created for itself as a result of how it

handled COVID-19 …

Because of how much things have changed in the last three months, we are now in the

position to ask for a lot more than before, which is why a much more candid apology is

being given. However, since there is a lot more nuance here than in Oster's (as this one

attempts to be more persuasive), I felt compelled to place Oster 2.0 under a microscope."

The Substack author then goes on to list a series of screenshots from Bass' article with

commentary in red. To start off, in saying "I was wrong. Wein the scientiFc community were wrong.

And it cost lives," Bass explicitly gave Oster's critics what they asked for. A direct admission that

they were wrong.

He also addressed a central objection to Oster's non-apology by stating that "All of these were

scientiFc mistakes at the time, not in hindsight." In sharp contrast, Oster argued that COVID tyrants

ought to be forgiven because they didn't know any better; at the time, nobody knew what was best

and everyone was basically just guessing. This argument was one of the most egregious lies in

Oster's piece, and Bass wisely avoids making the same mistake.

Thirdly, Bass admits that the errors committed by the scientiFc community continue to this day. By

addressing these three issues, it almost seems like Bass' apology was customized to correct

Oster's utterly failed attempt to appease those wronged. Importantly, however, Bass does not

specify how erroneous COVID policies killed "thousands if not millions" of people, thereby side-

stepping the elephant in the room that is the COVID jabs.

An Attempt to Minimize Vaccine Pusher Losses?

The following section was highlighted by A Midwestern Doctor as one of the central passages that

make him doubt Bass' sincerity:

"This speciBc passage is why I do not believe this is a genuine apology; rather, it's a forced

apology and an attempt to minimize the losses of the vaccine pushers who have

discredited themselves to the general public.

Throughout this essay, he attempts to say we had 'valid concerns' (that I must emphasize

were not political in nature) but nonetheless, in a backhanded way dismisses all the actual

objections (e.g., the alleged 'conspiracy theories' that all proved themselves true).

Similarly, to help people who have been injured by their vaccine, I have been forced into the

very 'cottage industry' he lambasts. This is not my preferred 'cottage industry' to be in.

Due to the political nature of the subject, you take on a lot of professional risk as a

physician if you try to treat these injuries. Everyone I've talked to says the same thing:

we've been forced to do it because the medical profession is doing nothing to help these

victims (other than to gaslight them), and they really need help … [L]et's look at the actual

reason I believe this Newsweek article was written:

… [T]here are a lot of signs that because of COVID-19, general vaccine use is beginning to

drop globally. This is completely unacceptable to the pharmaceutical industry and medical
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drop globally. This is completely unacceptable to the pharmaceutical industry and medical

establishment (as it will cost them a lot of money and create a control group that allows

the public to recognize the harm of vaccination …)

Because of this drop, I am beginning to see pleas essentially stating that 'we are sorry we

messed up here, but please trust us on the other vaccines.' I do not believe they should be

allowed to have their cake and eat it here …

[I]f you believe in vaccination, then you must also believe in natural immunity. However, that

doesn't sell products, so a lot of rationalizations must be made to only permit vaccination.

As we have seen throughout the pandemic, natural immunity to COVID-19 is vastly superior

to vaccine immunity (even though earlier in the pandemic we were repeatedly told the

opposite by every healthcare authority).

More importantly, developing natural immunity is also much safer. This is especially true if

you use reasonable measures to mitigate the severity of the infection so that it can be

cleared up and full immunity develops naturally.

If we want to move forward, the medical community must be willing to recognize that their

rules on viral infections are beliefs that need to be critically re-evaluated …

If you look at this article within the context of Oster's previous plea and its response (both

of these articles are essentially trying to do the same thing), I believe a strong case can be

made that these were tests to see what narrative needs to be pivoted to.

Likewise, Germany's minister of health (and a well-credentialed scientist) Bnally made a

limited apology  for the disastrous policies he pushed on the German people without

acknowledging the worst mistakes while simultaneously shifting the blame for his

decisions to unnamed scientists who gave him bad advice …

In my own opinion, if these people are actually sorry for what they did to us, they would be

willing to relinquish some of their power so it could not happen again, and I believe moving

forward it is critical for us to hold them to that. Anything less should not be considered

acceptable for them to be granted amnesty."

Growing Political Backlash

ZeroHedge weighed in on Bass' essay, noting that the major problem during the pandemic was:

"… the organized antagonism and censorship against anyone presenting data that was

contradictory to the mandate agenda … LA Times … argued that mocking the deaths of

'anti-vaxxers' might be necessary and justiBed. After two years of this type of arrogant

nonsense it's hard to imagine people will be willing to pretend as if all is well … People are

still livid.

One cannot help but notice that the timing of the Atlantic's appeal for passive forgetfulness

and now this op-ed mea culpa coincides with the swiftly approaching end of the COVID

emergency declarations, amid a growing political backlash to the last two years of

meaningless lockdowns and mandates, and Democrats were instrumental in the

implementation of both.

A large swath of the population sees one party as the cause of much of their COVID era

strife.Perhaps the mainstream media is suddenly realizing that they may have to face some

payback for their COVID zealotry?"

Globalist Pawns Are a Dime a Dozen

While we cannot prove Bass is insincere, since we're not inside his head, many have pointed out

troubling telltale signs that suggest he's just another pawn of the globalists who engineered this

situation for their own beneFt and now realize the train is veering off their well-laid tracks.

They're trying to Fgure out how to regain people's trust because, without it, Fnalizing the

implementation of The Great Reset will be far more problematic than if people follow their lead and

do as they're told.

“ In the final analysis, Bass does little to
rehabilitate public trust in the medical and
scientific fields, or 'authorities' in general,
especially government authorities.”

At the end of the day, the globalists fear losing the power they've managed to seize, and they are

absolutely not willing to do what A Midwestern Doctor suggests, which is relinquish their powers

and put laws in place that will prevent this kind of tyrannical overreach from happening in the

future.

So, the best thing that can happen for humanity at this point is for everyone to completely lose faith

in and respect for the institutions that further the globalist takeover agenda. They pose a direct

threat to mankind as a whole, and they've long since lost their right to "beneFt of the doubt." They all

need to be dismantled.

In the Fnal analysis, then, Bass does little to rehabilitate public trust in the medical and scientiFc

Felds, or "authorities" in general, especially government authorities. His effort is a valiant one, and

far more reFned than Oster's, but it still falls short. Bass simply isn't believable and comes across

as two-faced at best when you take into account his other communications, such as comments

made on Twitter — and that's after sanitizing his feed. 

The Real Purpose of Bass' Essay

In closing, here are a few select quotes from Sarah Reynolds' insightful critique of Bass' op-ed:

"Nowhere in the piece does Bass say the vaccine mandates were unethical or immoral. Not

once does he say the lockdowns should not have taken place … 'I was wrong' is a sham

apology in this case because he never speciBes what he was wrong about.

He dips a toe in the waters of taking responsibility, saying, '…when Dr. Antony Fauci

opposed Trump and became the hero of the public health community, we gave him our

support to do and say what he wanted, even when he was wrong.' Ok, Kevin — but when was

he wrong? Which actions did he take that were incorrect? Kevin doesn't say.

What he does say is horrifying enough though, God help me and us: 'My motivation for

writing this is simple: It's clear to me that for public trust to be restored in science,

scientists should publicly discuss what went right and what went wrong during the

pandemic, and where we could have done better. Guess how many times the words trust or

distrust appear in the piece?

1. "Trump was not remotely perfect, nor were the academic critics of consensus policy. But

the scorn that we laid on them was a disaster for public trust in the pandemic response."

2. (And 3.) "Instead, we have witnessed a massive and ongoing loss of life in America due

to distrust of vaccines and the healthcare system … a massive loss of trust in healthcare,

science, scientiBc authorities, and political leaders more broadly."

4. "… for public trust to be restored in science, scientists should publicly discuss what went

right and what went wrong during the pandemic, and where we could have done better."

5. "Intellectual elitism, credentialism, and classism must end. Restoring trust in public

health—and our democracy—depends on it."

Trust is such a sticky word … It drips guile. It oozes manipulation. As soon as someone

says 'trust me,' I know it would probably be wise not to …

Last February, almost a year ago now, the Department of Homeland Security issued a call

for 'trusting the authorities' and literally labelled those who don't as 'threat actors seeking

to exacerbate societal friction to sow discord and undermine public trust in government

institutions.'

Which leads me to my bottom line analysis: the powers that be are Monday morning

quarterbacking. Why didn't people just do what we said and obediently comply? Because

they don't trust us. If they trusted the media, the government, and scientists, they would do

what they were told …

Bass is the puppet they've sent out to deliver this narrative … [T]he only reason one Monday

morning quarterbacks is so that one can win the next game. They want to identify how

better to induce compliance for the next pandemic …

The degree of lack of awareness of reality itself that was required to think that this

message would work to shift the narrative could be attributed to a few of things — youth,

inexperience, low IQ … So GOOD. It means we're dealing with weakness. All we have to do is

be stronger (smarter, more experienced, braver) and we will win. We will continue to win."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY ARE NEVER FORGIVEN, THEY ARE JUDGED WITH THE UTMOST SEVERITY.. Can you forgive the millions

of people killed and injured by biological weapons?. Can family and friends and people who see them suffer forgive?. Can people who

are dying and suffering from the damage of injections, suicides, hunger forgive? . If we forgive the culprits of this planned genocide,

we will also forgive the upcoming plandemics and the loss of rights and freedoms due to a globalization where the WHO and large

corporations will implement a medical and political tyrant, governed by a technocracy where man will lose his essence: the soul and

will become a market of exploitation for the globalist elite. -----------------------NO! We do not forgive. YES!, si we want justice. MRNA

VACCINE GENOCIDE 2021-2022: TESTIMONIES FROM THE VICTIMS AND MEDICAL STAFF DOCUMENTARY.---

www.bitchute.com/.../UUwKTRr6LU8I
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Thanks Gui. Shocking video. Demand justice. Demand prosecution now of the culprits, otherwise we will be ruled by those

criminals, and lose our freedom completely. See twitter.com/.../1622850702459412480  . This is a Greek article back from the

year 2015. If you Google translate it, you will read that an artiFcial biological virus was created in a lab, based on corona of bats

and it could be used as weapon... www.in.gr/2015/11/13/b-science/diethnes-peirama-dimioyrgei-epikindyno-..  November 13,

2015. British politicians want police to add “unvaccinated people” to terrorism watchlist

www.naturalnews.com/2023-02-13-british-politicians-police-unvaccinated..  Fingerprints of Unvaccinated New York City

Teachers Flagged to FBI teachersforchoice.org/2023/02/09/Fngerprints-of-unvaccinated-nyc-teac..  * * * The WHO continue

plotting, on behalf of evil WEF oligarchs, to enslave us all.

We must stop them! To learn more about the dangers of the WHO and how to help stop them: https://drtrozzi.org/?s=WHO  The

WHO is working through at least two parallel plans to achieve the same objective: an unelected global dictatorship. These are

the IHR amendments, and the Pandemic Treaty. In this 6 minute video, James Roguski exposes the contents of the "zero draft"

of the Pandemic Treaty published February 1st, 2023. rumble.com/v297tje-just-released-whos-pandemic-treaty-zero-draft.html
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They can run, but they can't hide. Even biolab Ukraine won't take them in.
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Hi, Gui. I just Fnished my post and looking at this post of yours, it looks as if you an I are on the same page. There are no

excuses; no justiFcation; no rationalisation, for the evil that has been forced upon humanity! How does a society even recover

from such evil and such global insanity?
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Pam Popper of the Wellness Forum and of the org Make Americans Free Again discussed this article a week or so ago. How in

the world can these crimes be forgiven? Maybe forgive; but NOT forget. They need to be held accountable. i was told about

another covid jab related death of a poor little 5 year old boy who had no chance as his parents were the ones who had it given

to him. How sad!! Yes, Gui, these are crimes against humanity for sure. Please pray for us here in Ohio as we are being poisoned

by the toxins that spilled forth from the train derailment in East Palestine, OH.

Tucker Carlson reported that thousands of these train derailments have been occurring in the recent past all across the U.S.

Personally, i believe that the globalist cabal is behind all of these as well. Since they can't out and out put us in front of a Fring

squad; they are culling us off slowly but surely with the diseases, jabs and so-called "accidents" to spill out the toxins into the air

and water. We need to pray against this darkness.
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Thanks PETE, this is part of the work of the WHO: the cover-up: WHO "ABANDONS PLANS FOR COVID ORIGIN INVESTIGATION".

A Co-Conspirator of Anthony Fauci, Dr. Jeremy Farrar, now Chief UN Scientist, does not want investigations to continue The

World Health Organization (WHO) has quietly shelved the second phase of its long-awaited scientiFc investigation into the

origins of the COVID-19 pandemic, citing ongoing challenges over attempts to conduct crucial studies in China, it has learned.

Nature. Interestingly, the WHO dropped plans for the investigation shortly after Jeremy Farrar, a Bill Gates ally and

co-conspirator in Dr. Fauci's email group discussing plans to hide the origins of Covid-19 in 2020.

, was appointed WHO chief scientist. Was appointed to be WHO chief. scientist.

igorchudov.substack.com/p/who-abandons-plans-for-covid-origin?utm_sour..  (02/14/2023).------------------------------- DR

PATRICK PHILLIPS EXPOSING AND ENDING THE WHO. “A Nefarious Organization With Hands in So Many Tragedies” I regard Dr

Patrick Phillips as one of the most ethically and scientiFcally virtuous medical doctor in Ontario. He has been meticulous since

the beginning of covid. I was greatly honored to join Dr Phillips, Dr Byram Bridle, and veteran journalist Rodney Palmer on

January 28th in Hamilton.

We were hosted by Glen Jung and Bright Light News. Bright high-energy freedom and truth lovers packed the Zoetic Theater.

“Know thy enemy”. Dr Phillips makes that easy as he exposes the weaponized WHO, and their wicked plans and power grabs.

These include the International Health Regulations Amendments, and the Pandemic Preparedness Treaty. The details should

have all of us, not just awake, but standing in the current Fght for our lives

drtrozzi.org/2023/02/15/dr-patrick-phillips-exposing-and-ending-the-wh..  (02/15/2023)
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LEADERS LEAVING: TWO WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM FEMALE ACOLYTES RESIGN THEIR JOBS AS PRIME MINISTER. WHY DID

EACH MENTION A GAS TANK?. Is the churn part of the globalist effort to rebuild TRUST?. Something about the vagueness of

their speeches told me that both Nicola Sturgeon of Scotland and Jacina (Vaccinda) Ardern of New Zealand had gotten a

message from higher up that it was time to resign: no ifs, ands or buts.

merylnass.substack.com/p/leaders-leaving-two-world-economic?utm_source..  (02/15/2023) .---------------------Yes, justice must

be done:: DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH CALLS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS IN EVERY US STATE WHERE COVID GENE

INJECTION VACCINE IS CAUSING FATAL HEART DAMAGE; IT'S VACCINE UNTIL PROVEN OTHERWISE; 71% DIE IN SLEEP!

Go after illegal advertising Frst, those who advertised that the shots were safe and effective! Criminal charges! Charge too with

fraud, lives have been lost, MASS negligent homicide charges!

palexander.substack.com/.../boom-dr-peter-mccullough-calls-for  (01/18/2023)
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Let's hope GRULLA that the doors of the maximum security jail are wide open and they don't have any privileges. Can those who

kill for power and money be forgiven? DOCTORS IN AMERICA & CANADA ARE COMING TO US SILENTLY, SCARED, TELLING US

YES, THEY WERE DENIED TO TRY TREATMENTS OFF-LABEL, & THEY WERE OFFERED & GIVEN FAKE VACCINE CARDS BY

HOSPITALS FROM MARCH 2021 So that they would not be laid off due to mandates etc. So hospital CEOs etc. would give them

fake cards & some told us they took it for they would not take the shot; some refused shot & card

palexander.substack.com/.../doctors-in-america-and-canada-are  (2022)
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Thanks RANDY, the intentions of the criminals must be exposed so that humanity is warned and always suspicious of their

intentions. It is very diacult to negotiate with psychopaths, but perhaps they are seeing that many people do not believe them.

You know, the WHO in its last meeting no longer says: Great Reset. Above all justice: DR. ROGER HODKINSON: "NEVER

FORGIVE. NEVER FORGET, I AM VENGEFUL, I WANT PUNISHMENT TO THESE BASTARDS WHO HURT PEOPLE WITH COVID

MADNESS, I WANT VENGEANCE, I WANT THEM ALL JAILED, NO FORGIVE & FORGET" Absolutely not, no forgive & forget, no

amnesty, we want justice! "Time to put these bastards in jail"; it is physicians, doctors who are principally culpable for they went

along & harmed people. palexander.substack.com/.../dr-roger-hodkinson-never-forgive  (11/2022)
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Terrible sunwowerjanis, yes, toxic in food, toxic in the environment, vaccines, antibiotics, etc,. Consequence: increased diseases

and Big Pharma increasingly millionaire. Expanding the news: BOMB TRAIN’ IN OHIO SICKENS RESIDENTS AFTER RAILROAD

CUTBACKS, CORPORATE GREED LED TO TOXIC DISASTER Fears of a wider health and environmental disaster are growing, after

a 150-car freight train operated by Norfolk Southern derailed and a so-called controlled burn released toxic chemicals last week

in East Palestine, Ohio. Data released by the Environmental Protection Agency shows the train contained more toxic and

cancer-causing chemicals than initially reported, including phosgene, a poisonous gas that has been used as a chemical

weapon in warfare.

Freight railways are failing to keep up with consumer demand, putting additional pressure on the country's supply chains that

have been hit by trucker shortages and congested ports, among other challenges. Trade groups representing energy and

agricultural producers say rail service disruptions are delaying shipments of raw materials and raising the prices consumers pay

for food, gas and other goods.

Mainly they blame the railways for the shortage of personnel in their operations. In the past six years, the major freight carriers

have laid off 45,000 employees, or nearly 30 percent of their combined workforce, according to the Surface Transportation

Board. Most of the layoffs occurred before the pandemic, which ushered in a huge demand for shipped items.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/east-palestine-ohio-toxic-chemical..  (02/14/2023) .----

thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/3500399-freight-railroad-slowdowns-und..
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There is a lot of news coming out of Ohio lately. I fear a considerable amount of the nation's cropland and water has been

contaminated. Not just 1 mile or 10 miles, but far downstream and wherever the wind blows. Some people have been asking if it

is one more intentional attack on the food and transportation supply systems. What compensation is there for the housing and

living situations of many East Palestine residents who cannot afford to seek justice thru the courts against a staff of some of

the nation's best attorneys? Not even knowing what the threats might be to their lives and health years from now. seeing their

dead livestock and pets, yet being told there is no risk?

Their town turned into a toxic waste dump. Would you consider buying a house in the area? Many people will lose their homes,

businesses and all they have worked for. Mike DeWine is the governor. en.wikipedia.org/.../Mike_DeWine  Should tax payers be

forced to pay for this or the party responsible? The EPA does not represent the average citizen. If I cut down a single tree near a

stream, I face penalties. Envirowacko policy demands "pure" streams. However, Fsh need living biological materials in streams

to feed on and as part of the food chain. Yet, cities are allowed to dump biosludge onto distant farmlands (NIMBY) in pristine

rural areas where it will inevitably get washed into streams.

There is more and more evidence that it is not logging that is killing the Fsh, but toxic substances that enter the waterways and

impact all life downstream. I heard that the railroad gave the town of East Palestine $25,000 towards disaster relief. Where are

FEMA and the Red Cross? It has been up to the local churches and restaurants donating food to feed those who are displaced.

Let this be a lesson to those who have done no prepping. The cavalry will not come riding in to save you and govt will not tell

you the truth. In a disaster or crisis, you and your household are on your own.
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Almond, you are right onto the truth. Back in 1984 I was tasked with reducing the Vinyl Chloride Monomer (the worst problem

chemical in the spill) in food packaging. The company I worked for was processing the polymer made from it on half a dozen

machines. They were so concerned that the polymer contained over 200 parts per million of monomer, that they installed

enclosures around all of the processing machines. Anybody entering the enclosures had to wear tight Ftting gas masks

equipped with charcoal canisters. Nevertheless, the cancer rate among employees was still very high --25 -35% ! I reduced our

problem by pioneering in polyester for packaging.  How can that community reduce contamination to far below 200 parts per

million? I wouldn't live there if it were 20 ppm. The Fsh and animals that have died already are only the tip of the issue. The real

question is, "How many will die from cancer in the next 1 - 5 years?" I'm predicting a big number.
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For eg. the FBI and CIA conspire to commit murder on JFK. Then they come out with a memo a few years later that states that

anyone who points out the obvious is a "conspiracy theorist". Later they say sorry about that, we thought that it was a good idea

at the time. The US DOD commits conspiracy to to commit mass ww genocide for eugenical reasons. The

military/media/medical industrial complex conspires to do the deed and cover up their "crimes" by labelling truth tellers

"conspiracy theorists".

Later they say sorry about that, we just thought that it was a good idea at the time. Rinse and repeat. Eugenics works... and it's

OK... as long as (((they))) fake apologize after the cull... they've done it over and over again on the big farm ball for millennia

'cause eugenics works... and it's OK. If you are a survivor get used to it... or don't... folks with the horsepower to commit mass

eugenocide really don't give a f*ck either way. Capiche? How Bad is My Batch Are some batches more toxic than others?

https://howbad.info/  It's like the Super Bowl of Stupid everyday... and there are lots of willing and wilfully ignorant players. It's a

show, it's a big ranch ball... and the greatest outdoor show on earth must go on. Baby, although I chose this lonely life It seems

it's stranglin' me now All the wild men, big cigars, gigantic car They're all laughin' at the lie Oh, I've been used Ooo-oo-oo-oo I've

been a fool Oh, what a fool I broke all the rules Oh, yeah But I must let the show go on Baby, there's an enormous crowd of

people They're all after my blood I wish maybe they'd tear down the walls of this theatre Let me out, let me out Oh, I'm so blind

Oh, I'm blind I wasted time Wasted, wasted, wasted time Walkin' on the wire, high wire But I must let the show go on Oh, I'm so

blind Oh, I'm blind I wasted time Wasted, wasted, all too much time But I must let the show go on...

Enjoy. www.youtube.com/watch
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To all the people who recognized the misguided and terrifying pandemic response measures without precedent or justiFcation, to all

the doctors and scientists, like Dr. Mercola, Kennedy, Jr. Peter McCullough, etc., workers Fred for not getting vaccinated, Those who

have suffered serious damage from genetic weapons and measures against the pandemic, for all of us responsible humans this

attempt at reconciliation results from a great external hypocrisy. Suace it to recall that the PFzer vaccine trial report detected data

tampering, demonstrated an unacceptably high incidence of serious adverse reactions, and used insuacient observational data to

demonstrate questionable eacacy. People's health was not being pursued, money was being pursued as is continually being

demonstrated by the price increases of "vaccines" NO 'PANDEMIC AMNESTY,' WE WANT ACCOUNTABILITY.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-pandemic-amnesty-accountabil..  .
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Vinay Prasad writes on his Substack: “The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the implementation of many bad policies. We need

accountability, not amnesty; We need to learn from our mistakes, so we don't make them again. The link lists 18 structural

solutions. The Frst: 1: The person who heads the National Institutes of Health funding (or any of the Institutes) should not be

setting federal policy. Either decide who gets funded, or set policy, you can't do both. It's a problematic dual role. Nobody will

want to criticize you because they'll fear retribution with funding. PANDEMIC ACCOUNTABILITY.

vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/.../pandemic-accountability
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Ditto. I've said for a while that the fear that made medical staff comply as a general collective, the fear of their authorities, will

also be the fear that makes them start throwing each other under the bus when they can no longer deny both reality and the

growing accountability
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Gui, Trust is something to be earned. It also demands it constantly still deserves to be held. Trust is Not something to be given

out by a title, a piece of paper, a big oace, being born into a rich powerful family, or a badge saying you can trust me because,

well I say so. WE, the whole of humanity have suffered so much, endured so much devastation in our lives, our ability to make a

living, the strife created within our families, friends, neighbors. So many have lost it all so a few can make obscene proFts from

an obscene product, obscene policies from obscene manipulations of Institutions, to expand anti-life, anti-freedom, anti-

Independence technology and expansion of Dictatorial Power for the obscene desires of insulated few.

Those who sit in high places deciding more of the same after wying in from all parts of the world to eat posh dinners of no doubt

massaged beef and the most expensive fare. To then agree among themselves what the Whole of Humanity they deem Ft to live

should be pleased with bugs, worms for sustenance. Subject our bodies to whatever vile offense they determine is justiFed.

Above all else, as their narrative crumbles from their policies now threaten to continue be seen for what they are, not what they

or their ArtiFcial Intelligence is spouting out for us to believe.

They are desperate to hold onto all that Power and Control and what must have seemed to be theirs to hold forever. While

personally I was woored such a piece would even be published in Legacy Media when it Frst came out, this article is showing

how it is all done. How test balloons, trials of arguments to attempt to rewrite history, cloud our memories, at the very least

twist things as far back into the direction they desire - Divide and Conquer for Power and Control. The more things change, the

more they stay the same. In this case, don't trust the untrustworthy, they have earned not being trusted.
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From today's second article; "However, any time a negotiation occurs, you must always keep in mind that whatever is initially

offered is much less than the party is actually willing to agree to, and the fact that something like this is being openly offered

means that we are in a very strong bargaining position."
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Yes, VanTheMan88, fear and the lack of freedom of expression and the repression of dialogue is a maxim, it is in this

plandemic, created to enrich the globalist elite and all the delegates of the US government institutions and other countries,

many of whom who are trained at the school of Klaus Schwab. The ethical and moral principles of Klaus Schwab are deFned in

the words he declared: "" After all, this pandemic is your basic terror operation. How else are you going to hold society together

and mobilize it? We live a tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state

that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels: health,

economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences at the psychological level.
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People deserve recompense, their jobs back with ack pay, and mostly we deserve the truth which probably we will never hear.

Mostly, I put this on the threshold of Trump. He was so full of pride not an ounce of humility that he allowed Fauci and Birx to

lead him around with a ring through his nose. He knew other people who could have given him balance. But he did not. His pride

got in his way. And Warp Speed has opened the door to medicines to be put on the market with limited trials. How wonderful
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Very well expressed Just, trust is earned with deeds and not with words. Are Big Pharma, Big Teg and Big Money in general

willing to change the course of history? Are they willing to move the rudder of the ship so that it does not sink? Can we think of

a negotiation where open dialogue and the true science of health will be put on the table? . In the meantime, we must indict

those who perpetrated the Wuhan coronavirus plandemic, accusing them of conspiring to commit mass murder. In this frame

Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC and Francis Collins of the NIH as co-conspirators in the genocide.

The fact that people like Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Collins, all the 'inwuencers' who got paid, as we now know, said 'sure

and effective', this calls for criminal charges. This could be a conspiracy to murder. And members of the media could also be

complicit in the murder. Will mRNA technology be left on the path of repentance? Data from PFzer, the FDA, and the Cleveland

Clinic demonstrate that injections of COVID-19 mRNA increase the risk of COVID-19 infection and thus may increase the risk of

severe COVID-19 illness and hospitalizations due to to VAERD disease). If we follow the science and real world evidence, this

means that mRNA injections themselves pose a threat to public safety and should be removed from communities to avoid the

risk of overwhelming the healthcare system. karenkingston.substack.com/p/mrna-injections-are-a-threat-to-public?ut..

 (02/05/2023)
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We have the weapons that allow us to Fght against deception. Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on

our personality and our knowledge of reality. It is our duty to Fght for freedom for love and happiness The fourth industrial

revolution 'is characterized by a variety of new technologies that merge the physical, digital and biological worlds... and even

challenge ideas about what it means to be human' . They have outlined some key details of what they are doing to us, a large

part of the human population has submissively accepted their fate by burying their heads deep in the sand.

That is the Rockefeller legacy that now has continuity with the globalist elite. The link asks many questions with

thought-provoking and freedom-projecting approaches: Why are all these elite 'agents' (international organizations,

governments, corporate media, medical and legal systems, industries, professional groups) collaborating with the plans of their

masters? What psychological qualities are needed to resist effectively? We can open the way for negotiation, but always be

vigilant and Fght courageously to strategically resist the 'Great Reset' and its related agendas, you can participate in the 'We are

human, we are free' campaign, which identiFes a list of 30 strategic objectives to do so. We Are Human, We Are Free is a global

nonviolent resistance movement to free ourselves from elite control and resist the forces of fear and dehumanization.

www.transcend.org/tms/2022/06/terriFed-of-freedom-why-most-human-bein..  .----(2022) wearehumanwearefree.org
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Yes, nothingsound, a global and terrifying madness to make false pandemics a lucrative business and enslave humanity from

the power of the big monopolies and their capitals. Operation Warp Speed opened up the gene weapons camono and we have

Google and Oracle, two big tech companies that have ties to the CIA, are going to be involved in what they describe as a

pharmacovigilance surveillance system. All on the cusp of power, all directed by big capital, by the millionaires that we are

discovering and others who Fnance this drama from the dark. All of them form a great framework, a great network where

everyone beneFts while the people, the entire nations suffer a horrible drama of deaths and diseases that precisely they have

created with the approval of the institutions that run the vast Felds of health.

The maze-like Operation Warp Speed chart shows that approximately 60 military oacers, including at least four generals, are

involved in leading the operation, many of whom have never worked in healthcare or vaccine development. Only 29 of the 90 or

so leaders in the chart are not Department of Defense employees; most of them work for the Department of Health and Human

Services and its sub-agencies.

“The central goal of Operation Warp Speed is to develop, produce and distribute 300 million doses of a coronavirus vaccine by

January, and the military is intimately involved,” according to Paul Mango, HHS deputy chief of staff for policy. The extensive

involvement of the military in the development and distribution of a vaccine is a departure from pandemics of the past. The

experience put at the service of monitoring a vaccine that has had serious consequences on people's health. Serious effects

were already announced in trials. www.statnews.com/2020/09/28/operation-warp-speed-vast-military-involve..
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This is true Gui, murderers of humanity. This by all we can see has been coordinated agenda's, it is not a G-- D--- Whoopsie,

somebody missed a decimal point. Multiple working parts and this is the crust of the biscuit, how do we get swift and proper

judgement and punishment out of a rigged system, rigged in favor of those who rigged It?  Yet again, see the second post above

- the current behavior suggests we have a more powerful position then they would like us to have. What are the working parts

and how are they to be put into motion?
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Gui; I have one of the PFzer documents that show, in black and white, that over 1,200 people died in the initial trials! This evil

"pandemic" never should have seen the light of day. The WHO plans to totally take over Global Healthcare. The truth is that they

have already "guided" every "health professional's" decision/advice/mandate - from day one! "It is much easier to fool a person,

than it is to convince them that they've been fooled"!
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How many humans must die, or how many "percentages" of believers must accrue before the government admits their failure

and takes accountability? Or is the word accountability so far gone, it will soon be removed from the Webster dictionary due to

uselessness?
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Hi Gui, Here's a consolidated interview Sherry Tenpenny had recently with David Icke, it may change your focus a bit, or not! DR.

SHERRI TENPENNY & DAVID ICKE - - www.bitchute.com/.../RNKgANBMFngG  - - briefer than most interviews.
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Thanks Randy, this may supplement your investigation: SECRET PFIZER & GOV. DOCUMENTS CONFIRM MILLIONS HAVE DIED

WORLDWIDE AS ADE AND VAED DUE TO COVID VACCINATION SWEEPS THE GLOBE ConFdential documents reveal that within

months of receiving the initial doses of the COVID-19 vaccine, some individuals are developing Antibody-dependent

enhancement (ADE) and Vaccine-Associated Enhanced Disease (VAED). And as if that weren't alarming enough, oacial

documents also prove that a mysterious form of Acquired Immune DeFciency Syndrome is also appearing in a disturbing

number of recipients just Fve months after their initial injections.

This may explain why, tragically, oacial Government records conFrm that millions of people have mysteriously died suddenly in

countries around the globe, including the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and Europe, in the wake of the

widespread distribution of the COVID -19 vaccinations.

expose-news.com/2023/01/19/secret-pFzer-gov-docs-conFrm-millions-dea..  (01/19/2023)
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HAR, perhaps a trial on his illegal management will awaken his responsibility: RE: PUBLIC OMBUDSMAN LETTER I SENT - THIS

ONE I POSTED BY EMAIL A BIT LATER ON - OVERVIEWRE: Interesting to see what happens - foolproof - no idea, but?Interesante

ver lo que sucede - infalible - ni idea, pero? Mandatory vaccination is illegal under the Law and would be subject to Legal

Proceedings under Common Law against 51 of the Legal code. The constitution prohibits any form of compulsion, which would

subject citizens to medical or pharmaceutical services, including mandatory vaccination. They should remain free to decide

whether they wish to receive certain medical treatments, including vaccination, and they should not be disadvantaged by any

government on the ground of their own voluntary decisions.

christine257.substack.com/p/re-public-ombudsman-letter-i-sent?utm_sour..  (02/15/2023)
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Thank you ROSE the DR. SHERRI TENPENNY is to be admired. In this article, she warns about a tsunami of death caused by

vaccines against covid-19 “Since March 2020, everything that I have said was going to happen has happened. This tsunami of

death that I've been talking about for the last two years is coming right now,” she said. “I don't know if it was the Holy Spirit that

moved me; I think it was partly the Holy Spirit and partly scientiFc knowledge, and what I was able to study and learn and see

along the way.” The doctor also revealed that COVID-19 injections are a slow way to wipe out the human race.

“They found a way to slowly kill people with this. They want 3.5 billion people off the planet and have learned to kill slowly, so

most unsuspecting people don't connect the dots,” she said. “Anybody who’s listening to this should never, ever, ever take

another shot of any kind ever again under any circumstance,” she said. Her warning also extended to the new bivalent wu-COVID

vaccines now on the market. newstarget.com/2022-11-16-dr-tenpenny-warns-death-tsunami-covid-vaccin..  What is happening

is also written in the independent research papers: CDC SAID MRNA GETS USED & BROKEN DOWN NEAR IMMEDIATE; WE

KNEW THAT WAS A 100% LIE FOR IT CAME FROM THE INEPT CORRUPT CDC & WALENSKY SO I SHARE 3 STUDIES TO SHOW

YOU MRNA & SPIKE HANGS AROUND IN YOU natural mRNA should normally last a few hours and be degraded and leave the

system; but with mRNA in the COVID gene injection & spike protein that is translated from, no no no, NOT so!

stays in you! palexander.substack.com/p/cdc-said-mrna-gets-used-and-broken?utm_sourc..  (02/15/2023)
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Gui, in your comment just above mine. I think your spell checker goofed. They do a bunch so close editing is always required.

Sherry Tenpenny said: “Anybody who’s listening to this should never, ever, ever take another shot of any kind ever again under

any circumstance,” she said. Your cut & paste says: "Anyone listening to this should never, ever, ever take another photo of any

kind under any circumstances," she said. Notice the word photo inserted in your comment instead of the word shot. I would

suggest correcting the error as it could be confusing. As you may know I am a retired Accountant and working with detail is just

second nature to me. Sorry if this offends. Edit: Gui, thanks for making the change.
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Thank you OTIS for your appreciation. This Mryl Nass article published today may be of interest: PRPARATION LA PANDMIE -

UNE RAQUETTE DE PROTECTION DU GOUVERNEMENTSASHA LATYPOVA, Mryl Nass. Les gentils gars du DOD amricain sont l

pour vous "protger" du futur. He meets Colonel Matt Hepburn, who in 2020 leads an effort for the Department of Defense called

Enabling Technologies. Enabling Technologies rapidly develops new vaccines and treatments against future(!) infectious

disease challenges. Having spent his professional career tackling the threat of infectious disease and pandemics, Matt believes

that this ambitious goal can be achieved through the adoption of technology.

His understanding of pandemic technology adoption stems from his six-year tenure as program manager at DARPA. Prior to

joining DARPA, Matt served as the Director of Medical Preparedness on the White House Homeland Security Staff. Listen to his

TEDMED:: www.tedmed.com/talks/show?id=771257&utm_source=substack&utm_me..  .----The Frst thing Matt needs you to be

- worried. Emotional. panicked. Scared of the little things. Especially little invisible things Suspected case on campus!

Uncertainty. Anxiety. Worst-case. Ventilators. Please turn off brains and just be scared, okay?

merylnass.substack.com/p/pandemic-preparedness-a-government?utm_source..  (02/15/2023)
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Trump’s biggest mistake was placing Mike Pence in charge of the Covid task force.
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Thanks WillieB. By the facts you will know them. It seems that Pence is the most wicked actor in this entire election saga, as he

apparently pretended to support President Donald Trump all along only to take a stab at him and the republic at the last

moment. Pence sided with Mitch McConnell, Lindsey Graham, Mitt Romney and the Democratic Party by agreeing to illegally

install Biden against the true will of the American people. “The reason I believe Pence is guilty of treason, at least to President

Trump and perhaps to this country, is that he acted on a wawed legal opinion concocted by his own counsel general that he did

not share with the president. . or with the President's White House legal counsel.

Due process plus duty to the commanding oacer required you to do that." Reemphasizing the point of treason, Navarro also

said: "So by the time January 6th rolled around, Pence's actions were like baked on the cake based on both treasonous activity

regarding the president and wawed legal opinions. . Pence slammed Trump over classiFed documents scandal before

documents were found at his home ".trendingpoliticsnews.com

 .--------trendingpoliticsnews.com/watch-top-trump-adviser-goes-scorched-earth-o..

 trendingpoliticsnews.com/washback-pence-hammered-trump-for-classiFed..  (01/24/2023)
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THE GLOBAL PHARMA-MILITARY KILL BOX. Also brief response to

Robert Barnes’ recent Recently, legal researchers in Europe had located some of the mechanisms through which the global

bioterrorism/medical martial law program functions to surveil, capture, control and kill people in European countries. Some of

the mechanisms can be found in corporate contracts signed between European governments and pharma-bioweapons

manufacturers. See, for example, Sasha Latypova’s reporting about the contents of emails between key European war

criminals.. bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/european-commission-regulations-implement..  (02/15/2023)
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If there is no accountability, nothing will change and this will keep happening. Psychopaths have been allowed to gain control. We are

seeing a pervasive "KILLING INDUSTRY". Govt condones these industries. It is not only that people are being killed with vaxines,

pharmaceuticals, hospitals and new kinds of diseases. The killing is also enhanced by the shortages and high prices of nutritious

foodstuffs. Loss of employment. If you walk into any major supermarket and read labels carefully, you will realize that most of the

food sold is unFt for human consumption--and it is getting worse. The food is leading to obesity and diabetes which promote covid

and vaxine mortality.

It becomes a viscious circle. Orchestrated shortages lead to higher prices (law of supply and demand) which drives inwation. More and

more people cannot afford food. Taxes keep increasing and it is diacult for people to afford a home with land under their feet to grow

a garden or raise a few egg producers. There are those bureaucrats in America who would like us to register our gardens with the govt.

For what purpose?! In Canada, in order to purchase backyard chickens (pullets), people are being asked to register with the govt. This

is insanity! REGISTRATION LEADS TO CONFISCATION! The righteous response is not a sense of entitlement or a demand that govt

take care of people, but to get govt off people's backs.

Let them keep more of their own money and decides how to spend it on their priorities to take care of themselves. If they want to

squander it and end up in the gutter someday, that is their business. We need to raise the bar and expect more from people than

dependency. Govt is the problem. I think people in America have had about all they are going to take. They may be silent, but there is a

great undercurrent of unrest. This is not going to end well. I smell revolution in the air. The only question is, which will be the spark that

ignites it. We will not comply.
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Yes Almond, this world is run by psychopathic minds that obey an oligarchy trained to lead humanity to economic and social

extermination, destroying the human being, destroying their health and making them slaves to a political and economic tyranny.

Science is dominated by the Beast represented by power and money that takes over our lives, creates pandemics, establishes

the rules of coexistence, promotes fear, governs economies. The Pathology of Power evidence that power makes people more

likely to act as sociopaths. The globalist comrade set the course for genocide.

They have created structures or organizations without any legal format, objectives to be achieved, which are related to the belief

that the human being can be God and achieve immortality, when what is actually being achieved is the destruction of the human

being and the planet. The priority here is not the promotion of the public health of US citizens, but rather to further develop the

agri-food and pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology and environmental contamination that creates pathologies that make

people and C-19 and weapons more vulnerable. genetics in danger of biological warfare with a catastrophic pandemic.

Here is a complete documentary on the entire set of crimes that the pharmaceutical industry has committed for decades. Share

this with your still ignorant family and friends: beforeitsnews.com/beyond-science/2022/10/science-for-hire-full-movie-g..

 need a concerted campaign to stop the madness and deception, and the only The way I see to do this is to jail hundreds of

criminal accomplices from the CDC, FDA, the pharmaceutical industry, and the medical establishment (like the AMA).
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WE WARNED YOU OVER & OVER AND WE WERE ALWAYS RIGHT; BOBBY KENNEDY JR., MERCOLA, MCCULLOUGH, MALONE,

RISCH, TENENBAUM, COLE, WOLF, I, ETC We warned that the lockdowns, school closures, business closures, mask mandates,

vaccine mandates would kill more than it helped and would never work. We were right. We warned the COVID gene injections, so

called vaccines’, could not stop infection, replication, or transmission. We were right. We warned that denial of early treatment

that was safe, cheap, available, would cause deaths to the vulnerable. We were right. We warned that the vaccines catastrophic

implications. We were right. We warned that the vaccines were causing bleeding.

We were right. We warned that the vaccines were causing myocarditis and pericarditis. We were right.

palexander.substack.com/.../we-warned-you-over-and-over-and-we  . While all the destructive processes are being

strengthened, an economic crisis is raging all over the world with galloping inwation and the future could be more dramatic. As

long as the globalist elite rules the world, the crisis will devastate the economies and poverty will grow while the 1% increase

their wealth. We have to Fght the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is threatened.

People must defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must be put at their service.

The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs his love towards the earth and his fellow men,

especially towards his children. In the human community it is necessary to create a home that arises from his participation in

the joys and sufferings of his fellow men. . Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based organizations,

the support of true health science, biodynamic agriculture and environmental conservation, so that together concrete, inclusive

and sustainable solutions are achieved to Fght against great threat from tyrants
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A group of us are hatching a many eggs as possible. We are getting incubators and those with fert eggs connected. 50

expected in a few days.....
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bowgirl... That is awesome! Good for you. I predict a run on incubators, too. Broodie hens become increasingly valuable, too.
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Hi "bowgirl", "A group of us are hatching a many eggs as possible." That's great! My late wife and I did that for a few years back

in the 90s. We purchased a simple, good used, appx. 20 egg, round Brower incubator, and set it up on the bedroom dresser,

setting the temperature at appx 100*F (99-102). My wife kept a thermometer and a semi-wet sponge with the eggs to help

prevent them from drying out. Polarity was penciled on the eggs to reference rotation, IIRC, twice a day, (but my link says 3

times a day), for the 21 day gestation period. We had an old, large, used aquarium TANK that was used to contain the

hatchlings, topped with a mesh, and a small cardboard box with a low wattage bulb for the chicks warmth and shelter, being

mindful of a Fre.

Saw dust was spread all across the tank woor to help keep things clean. And you may be very interested to know that instead of

using a messy water bowl, we suspended a hampster water nipple from the top edge of the tank to help keep things even

cleaner. squeaksandnibbles.com/hamster-water-bottle  Every hatchling was handheld introduced to the nipple just once, and

they quickly got the idea. When the chicks became pullets, the were released outdoors with the hens and roosters. OH! and both

the chick start and the chick feed were anti-biotic free. www.homestead-acres.com/how-to-incubate-chicken-eggs
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Almond revolution is a charade, orchestrated by those already in power, either to remove the regime and tame tyrant they

installed because the titular head has either gone rogue or too draconian. Thus 'they' create an illusion of change to subdue the

populace and slowly let the bung from the barrel about to explode. It's why in Europe we still have so many carnivals and

particularly at this time of year when food and fuel prices soar. Bowgirl's suggestion is true grassroots revolution, it gathers

pace by example, sharing knowledge and produce for free.

It is anathema to those in power because it sets you free from debt slavery and it gives you food autonomy. The whole idea of

breeding chickens naturally was phased out by selective breeding so they wouldn't go broody. Give heritage breeds a forest

environment and wild food with only a minimum of sprouted or fermented organic grain and they will revert to Jungle fowl. You

don't need chick crumbs either, a good mother hen and rooster Fnd and break up food for the chicks.

Ironically, locking people in, freed them to think, to garden and raise poultry or livestock. It was a no-brainer to predict bird wu or

foot and mouth being brought back by the virus boogie men even before covid imploded. As soon as the stats came out in the

UK about the rise in chicken keeping, bird wu was already being ramped up in the media because the real organic self-suacient

movement (not the fake 'sustainable' greenwash kind), is the real threat to this corrupt, debt-slave neo-feudal paradigm.

It relies on you being passive, sugar addicted and uninformed and above all living in fear. It has succeeded with the same 'rules'

ever since we went from hunter gatherers to farmers, through Enclosure Acts, taxes, loss of pannage and common land right up

today's byelaws, genetic modiFcation and fearmongering virus mania. My neighbour, a gentle soul and her dog just walked past

my window, her son an ex nurse killed himself during covid - apology?
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Sue and all... It is getting more and more diacult to comply with all the laws and mandates. Already, many people are ignoring

them and rural sheriffs are not about to enforce some silly laws. That is why sheriffs need to be elected and held accountable.

The greatest revolution will be led by those who do not need govt. It is the person who preserves the landrace seeds and puts

meat on their table thru their own labors who can feed themselves and their household. That is the Frst step. Unfortunately,

demographics are already such that many sheeple have already been herded into cities and know nothing except dependency

anymore. There is still a large minority of self-righteous brain-washed individuals who will never part with their mask-wearing.

The fear of nonconformity is worse than their fear of death. We are seeing more and more demand for food during times of

shortages. The black market is the only real free market left. That is what it is coming to... Strange how I wasted a lot of time

standing in lines just before Valentine's Day. None of the lines had anything to do with the holiday. I could not help thinking--this

is exactly what it was like in the Soviet Union... I have been anticipating this kind or economic collapse for well over 2 decades.

Ever since I spoke with an accountant and he explained how massive debt would eventually implode upon itself.

I am just surprised it took this long with so many other destructive events to cause it to occur. Anyone who is following the

markets knows that shortages and inwation will both get much worse. We have not yet seen the worst of it and it is far from

over. Meanwhile, it remains a challenge for people to keep land under their feet. That little patch of land is your passport to

freedom. At the very least, other folks need to be organizing community gardens and saving seed. By the time your cupboard is

bare, it will be too late. -continued-
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-continued- Sue and all... Well, it does a woman good to get an occasional "thank you" and be appreciated. Hubby and I were

discussing the grave starvation crisis in many 3rd world countries and counting our blessings. Even though our fare is humble,

it is awesome and delicious. My husband is becoming more aware of why I have been storing food. Yesterday, he thanked me

for having the foresight and doing so much extra work. If govt leaves us alone, left to our own devices, we can provide very well

for ourselves and even help a few other people. However, we cannot help everyone. We take care of ourselves and our own

network Frst so as not to become a burden to others. This is the way it must be in a rational and orderly world.

It is the proper role of govt to provide an even playing Feld and remove obstacles for people to be productive. When that

process is subverted, black markets thrive. I am heading to the kitchen. I will start slow-cooking some wild turkey drumsticks

with homegrown mushrooms and herbs for supper. I have leftovers from our last garden squash, canned peas, crock pickles

and still a few lovely pears left from cold storage. I am also down to my last 4 tomatoes from cold storage and a dozen carrots

(although I have more canned carrots and frozen jerusalem artichokes). Onions, garlic, shallots and crock cinnamon apples, too.

: - ) Food has stored well this year.
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Lee1959
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yes, we just bought a trio of black Australorps a couple days ago for breeding stock. We have 4 incubators and will butcher the

cocks and have laying hens into inFnity. No more hatchery chicks for me! I cannot not stress enough that people need to

prep!!!!!! This country is being slowly dismantled. As Almond said, a cavalry is not going to ride in to save you. Self-suaciency is

a cardinal rule always!
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Skipper1951
Joined On 2/4/2013 4:28:30 AM
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Only 49% caught on? It’s actually frightening that there are still so many people gullible enough to buy in to this obvious propaganda.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM
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I'm sure the number is higher. The study was published on 1/2/2023. I don't participate in surveys I'm can't be the only one
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I'd think, that number is overly optimistic! Here in BC; at least in Vancouver/Richmond, I'd say that it's more likely in the single

digits. Everywhere I look, I still see people wearing the idiotic masks. This society is suffering from a mass delusional psychosis

and I really can't stand being anywhere near them. I use to believe that people without the face diaper had some sense; until I

spoke with many of them. The only reason that their face isn't covered, is because they believe the nanobot shot(s) is somehow

"protecting" them! Try it sometime...ask an unmasked person what they think of the "covid nonsense".
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Exactly what I was thinking!
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I cannot ever forgive them. Every time I look at my newest addition to my family, my friend's little dog, I Fnd a mixed blessing. My

friend called me in November because she was not feeling well. She said that she just received her wu shot. I told her that I bet they

also gave her the covid shot. She said that they know not to give that shot to her. But she called to make sure they did not. Yes, they

gave it to her in their "seasonal" shot. She was very upset. By four hours later, she had pain over her entire body. That night she died.

And to think the doctor told her to not come back for a year, because she was so healthy.
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As.I.see.it
Joined On 6/13/2017 2:11:17 PM
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I'm sorry for your loss. However, I do believe in forgiveness and I will forgive each and every one that has taken part during this

'plan'demic. Albeit, such forgiveness will be given only after proper justice have been served by a public hanging or by a Fring

squad. There is a major debt owned to humanity that must be paid prior to any consideration of forgiveness. That is As.I.see.it.
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I think there is a skewed perception of "forgiving." In some peoples' minds they equate forgiveness with letting a person off the

hook. I think about all the people who have died from this shot, someone's father, husband, brother, spouse, child. I think of my

own daughter who is jab happy. She got a clot in her eye and lost her central vision in that eye, later she had to have heart

surgery. Following that, she passed out in her car, ran off the road, hit a telephone pole, totaled her car and almost killed herself.

You know what the doctor said to her? "You were just dehydrated. That is why you passed out." (all post jab).
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When my uncle was born in 1947, his mother was told that he needed powerful x-ray treatments of his thymus gland to shrink it.

Insane, right? When his mother protested, they said, "Trust us. We're the doctors." By the time he was 30, he was having thyroid trouble

(fortunately not cancer, like so many other babies who got this insane treatment), and he was sickly his entire life. His mother was

right! When my own mother wanted to sit up during childbirth, the doctors said that there was only one way to give birth--wat on your

back with your feet in the air. When she said that didn't make sense, they said, "Trust us.

We're the doctors." She tore and had trouble for the rest of her pregnancies, and during the fourth delivery, she was told that wat on the

back was dangerous. She already knew that! When my brother was just born, she wanted to put him on his back to sleep, but she was

told he had to go on his stomach, even though he was choking. They told her, "Trust us. We're the doctors." By the time I was born, it

was established that putting a baby on its stomach causes it to choke. My mother already knew that! The history of medicine is like a

tragedy of errors, and yet they always speak like they're gods. Why would we ever trust them?
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Doctors now follow Consensus NOT ScientiFc Method! Remember Ignaz Semmelweis, the Hungarian doctor who told other

doctors that they should wash their hands after dissecting cadavers & BEFORE delivering babies & the CONSENSUS was that he

was crazy & he died in an insane asylum? THAT is how consensus works i science! And here we are in the 2000s still locking up

doctors who follow logic & science. INCONCEIVABLE! Thankfully, Dr, Mercola does follow scientiFc method & logical thought

and is courageous enough to share his knowledge with us. The more people who learn the truth about this the safer he & we will

be from the predations of these mass murderers. We need to help inform others to protect them AND ourselves.

We must restore logic & science as our guides instead lazy belief & enemy propaganda. We need to KNOW, instead of BELIEVE

when we make decisions with serious consequences. Most people spent more effort to research a car purchase than in

deciding to be injected with a radically new & untested injection that politicians deemed necessary & worth the risk that all

would have serious or deadly consequences down the line. Government is supposed to be OURS, not our daddy or mommy.

Government cannot be ours if we do not take responsibility for running it with informed votes, voting processes that are honest

& accurate, and by monitoring what our government is doing.
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i believe the elitists want our current medical system to implode. From the way doctors have acted I cant feel too much regret.
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AMEN!
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There have apparently been THREE train derailments recently. Coordinated attacks, clearly. -- Palestine, Ohio train wreck: It's the

dioxin. "It's not just what was in the tanker cars. It's what happens when they burn and combine. This may be the largest dioxin plume

in world history. I know of no more serious release, ever. The introduction of dioxin to the slow kill bioweapon injections will turn the

current VAIDS-induced turbo cancer trend into hyperdrive cancer. The below post provides more colour on just how deadly the toxic

train wreak really is. And there are currently three derailments in America that have resulted in then the release of poisonous

chemicals in all three instances. Troubling is an understatement.

www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/palestine-ohio-train-wreck-its-the?..
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The number of recent "coincidences", is amazing!
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And Butthole Pete is no way to be found, not that he'll do any good anyways....Besides when they do appear, normally after the

public outrage, you get some kinda word salad , like Kamalalala..Gone are the good ole days..
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"randy", et al, here is what has recently been going on with railroad sabotage, just in the PNW.

thehill.com/changing-america/sustainability/environment/565729-fbi-inv..
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Yes, it's clear to anyone with half a brain that these calculated " apologies" being dribbled out have no other purpose than to keep the

sheep thronging and jostling obediently to the slaughter. The whole agenda from start to Fnish is truly sick. For our own mental health

ultimately we will have to "forgive" them. But only after full disclosure and atonement and most importantly, the removal of all the

perpetrators from the public stage and the shutting down of the institutions and BIG companies that were involved in these crimes.

Starting with Gates, they must go. And Dr.Mercola, this is not just about America. This has affected everyone on the planet, whether

they realise it or not.
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Never consider or grant forgiveness to the snake as it will eventually bite you too
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No one should lose sight of the fact that the whole thing was deliberately perpetrated. The "virus" was deliberately engineered, and the

"leak" was deliberate. The PCR test a fraud, not to be used as a diagnostic tool, as Karl Mullis the developer of the test said many

times over.  It is in my opinion the greatest crime against humanity and it is still on going. With any premeditated murder to be proven,

evidence is needed, motive is required and the weapon of choice of the perpetrator(s) must be presented. There is a start and an end

to all crimes, a timeline, this is needed to help prove the evidence that would be presented to convict. We can not lose sight of this

amongst the hubris, the whole act of those supporters of what was happening and is happening, of being sorry, will not hold any water

once the above is hopefully successfully prosecuted.
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TheMagoo...this is what is most astonishing to me as well. The "intentionality" component which so many seem to let slide.
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I Was on the NHS Covid Frontline But Quit When I Saw the Harm We Were Doing

dailysceptic.org/2023/02/14/i-was-on-the-nhs-covid-frontline-but-quit-..  - - -" Something was off: doctors weren’t being doctors,

autopsies weren’t being done, the medical Feld was ignoring anyone who didn’t have COVID-19, and yet staff were doing TikTok

dances. They asked me to join. I refused." - - - "I later worked in a children’s psychiatric ward, and what I witnessed was truly backward.

Many children, many of whom wanted to commit suicide, were placed in solitary conFnement so that useless PCR swabs could be

taken.

Two would need to be done, and the nurses would sometimes forget to do these. I actually had to make them a table so they would

remember. Children were required to be swabbed, but staff members who would go wherever they pleased over the weekend were

not." - - - "Before the new year, I released my book, Calling Out The Shots. www.callingouttheshots.xyz  - It goes through what genetic

agents are, what they do to our bodies, how we can improve our immunity, ways we may mitigate jab damage and what we need to do

as a society to heal.
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Thanks Maritt. Repentant God wants them. These three doctors have been reprimanded by the medical establishment for

questioning the safety of the COVID-19 vaccines. His persecution aligns with a broader trend of doctors being maligned for

opposing the narrative that injections are "safe and effective." The doctors shared their story with The Epoch Times, describing

how they were penalized by medical boards simply for following the Hippocratic Oath. Pediatric cardiologist Dr. Wade Hamilton

came under Fre from the medical board for refusing to suggest the COVID-19 vaccine to a girl who had recovered from the

disease. Since she had already recovered, he argued that the girl had natural immunity.

“That has never been done before in history: give someone a vaccine or an injection that she already has natural immunity to.

There is no information on the safety [of the COVID-19 vaccine. To give an mRNA vaccine, which is an unproven technology and

in terms of disease prevention with no real justiFcation for a young person, I thought the risk-beneFt ratio favored not giving the

injection," Hamilton explained. The other two doctors in the link:

www.theepochtimes.com/meet-the-doctors-who-were-punished-or-threatened..  (2022)
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Health personnel who denounce what they are witnessing are also persecuted: the pain and suffering of treatment for

COVID.19. Nurses who witnessed the hospital's "brutal" treatment protocols kill COVID-19 patients paint a grim picture of what

is happening in the state and federal health care systems. “They are horrible, and they are all on the same level,” Staci Kay, a

North Carolina Physicians for Freedom nurse practitioner who left the hospital system to start her own private early treatment

practice, told The Epoch Times. “They won't consider protocols outside of what the CDC and NIH give them. And no one asks

why. Hospital staff are ignoring wagrantly problematic treatments that have performed poorly in clinical trials, like remdesivir,

and protocols like keeping the patient isolated, just to comply with the federal canon.

Kay, a former critical care nurse, came across an inpatient protocol designed by Dr. Paul Marik, a founding member of the Front

Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, that claimed a 94 percent success rate. However, after Kay introduced him to the head of

the pulmonary critical care department, she was Fred (August 14, 2022)

www.theepochtimes.com/mind-blowing-cognitive-dissonance-nurses-who-lef..

 treatment-protocols_4661799.html?welcomeuser=1 (2022)
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Until I Fnd a doctor who is nnot within a corporate business, I am out of the care of doctors. I even gave my church standing orders

they are not to call 911 if anything happens to me in church. Pray. In the last three weeks I have had friends whose relatives were

treated with no care in hospitals. One died shortly after being released. There is no care, there is only rule and becoming a prisoner.

This is the perfect time for the rise of the private GP to make a come back.
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Guillermou
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Yes, nothingsound, a family doctor with a vision of naturist currents is very necessary. In Spain, much publicity was given to a

study published in the Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism of the Endocrine Society. The investigation revealed that

80% of 216 infected patients at the Marqus de Valdecilla University Hospital, in Santander, suffered from a deFciency of this

vitamin, with men having lower levels than women. Regarding the main contribution of the published report, the expert states

that "it has revealed the extremely high prevalence of vitamin D deFciency in these patients. We have been aware for some time

that there is a higher incidence than we thought in the general population and , above all, in certain groups such as people with

obesity, diabetes or the elderly.

However, now we also have to add other types of patients such as those who suffer from Covid-19," says Escalada, who ensures

that "80% of prevalence is a brutal percentage". As a result of said publicity, vitamin D tests increased. My analyst informed me

that they multiplied by 3, especially in the elderly, although it is insuacient. I offered several reports from Dr. Mercola on vitamin

D and covid and also a vitamin D analysis to vulnerable groups to my GP.
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LoriJean
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We have the same distrust for our "leaders" north of you in Canada. I would not trust them to wipe my butt properly, quite literally

speaking.
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Lori lololo, you're right, they could create a huge smear campaign.. Especially if the giant Turd in Ottawa has a hand in it..
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It would get royally smeary!!
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Joined On 5/5/2021 5:56:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Normally, when a person murders one or two people or children they're sent to prison for the rest of their lives. These people have

injured and murdered millions. They're criminals. They knew what they were doing. They must be stopped, shown to be responsible in

a noncorrupted court and put in the slammer for life.
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Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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Does this have a wavor of "we were just following orders" or what? My god, the unmitigated gall of these people to think that a few

words that do little more than recognize the obvious mean that all is forgiven. The biggest takeaway from Bass' article is that his

medical career should end at being a student; he's not Ft to care for the well-being of anyone as his words make clear. It's amazing

how these alleged believers in TheScience(TM) so freely ignored it, embracing consensus instead. They have their exalted status as

"experts" and desperately want it back. That's the thing about reputations. It takes a lifetime to build one up and seconds to ruin it, and

this time, people like Bass can't say they were unfairly charged or that anyone lied about them.

They cannot use the Raymond Donovan approach in asking where to go to reclaim a reputation that was unjustly attacked. By the way,

not sure y'all noticed this, but there is a new ad campaign out there called Know Plan Go that aims to perpetuate the fear and hysteria,

this time about "long Covid" and how 200 million Americans are at risk. This stuff is never going to stop and ham-Fsted articles like

the one in Newsweek are a weak cover for the reality that continues to simmer underneath.

According to this new campaign, simply being 50 or over is a risk factor, never mind what the data show. The ads for this campaign

went in for star power, Fnding a singer with asthma, a DJ with weight problems, an actress of AARP age, and so forth. An assuming

viewer might think that life itself is a risk factor and who would be surprised if the ghouls behind this start telling us that? Count me

among those unimpressed by Bass' self-wagellation. "We paid the price." You committed the equivalent of war crimes and now want

absolution. Take that garbage elsewhere. I'm a little disappointed that Tucker let this charlatan off the hook that easily.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Fauci, Collins, Walensky, and Gates should be charged as terrorists and be "Water Boarded" until they confess to crimes against

humanity.
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Yes, ARIEN, tried and convicted. Humanity faces a concert where the instruments are directed under the baton of the Great

Reset. We can characterize the four horsemen of the apocalypse with characters like Bill Gates, Biden, Walensky, Fauci and

Schwab. We must stop immediately and resist any activity linked to the infamous UN 2030 Agenda and the Great Reset of the

World Economic Forum; derail with all the means at our disposal the digitization process of the 4th Industrial Revolution,

beginning by undoing any progress that has been made with digital money, chips implanted in the body, whose purpose is to

enslave humanity, and in a sense broader, transhumanize humanity.
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Amnesty? This isn’t about a bunch of kids from my generation who wed to Canada during Vietnam. I and millions of others served in

S.E.Asia. We didn’t like it but now it’s over. We are looking at a much more sinister war with the COVID SCAMDEMIC. Why don’t people

speak up about how this was engineered by a Cabal of Elite Jewish Ashkenazim Bankers? N.M. Rothschild LTD.!!! They are the same

elite murderers responsible for WWI & WWII, Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf Wars, Afghanistan, the attack on the USS Liberty, the JFK

assassination, 911 and now COVID.

These are the Social Engineers and their wunkies at the WEF, FED DOJ. FBI & IRS. Their next step after the lockdowns and destruction

of the Middle Working Class will be CBDC or FED COIN. This Cabal wants it all and they are going to get it too! How many of us refused

the jab? Probably even less of us will refuse the mark! Amnesty? For these Genocidal killers of innocent people and the Messiah? Don’t

forget! The Pharisees shouted, “MAY HIS BLOOD BE UPON US AND UPON OUR CHILDREN!” That’s DEICIDE! You can’t give amnesty to

Christ killers!
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You forgot the worst ones ...Mossad and CIA !!!!!
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Let's hope that more people come on board and Fnd the truth, and the perpetrators eventually get punished (with no mercy), Those

that do not remember the past are doomed to repeat it.
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Half the country after 3 years of total nonsense still believes the government and the medical experts. All it will take is another billy g

initiated fake pandemic (sponsored by WHO, HHS and the DOD) to get half of that 49% back in the "I believe everything the government

and media says" camp. What we have is a population split into 25-30% die hard anti-government/media lies (the good guys), 30-35%

die hard government believers(the totally brain dead), and about 35-45% in the wishy-washy unable-to-see-the-truth camp.
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God tells us to forgive and we do but the crime is already done and you Covid 19 and vaccine enthusiast need to pay the price

especially if you intentionally meant to deceive and kill us. Our trust in the health authorities has plummeted.
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Less intelligent? LOL LOL. Kevin Bass is one of the less intelligent himself.  He is an expendable brainwashed puppet and maybe his

boosters will send him where he deserves soon enough.
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If We the People don't stretch the COVID-1984 perpetrators necks, they'll just do it again next week. Capital punishment cures

recidivism.
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Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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Pure and simple. People MUST PAY for their crimes. Those who forced the Covid bioweapon on the helpless are criminals, unworthy of

being forgiven. It is the best guarantee that they won't commit similar crimes in the future. This is especially true in regard to those

crimes that were committed without mercy on the vulnerable and helpless.
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It is a guarantee they WILL pay for their crimes..They can escape man's law but they cannot escape God's law..Keep a clean

heart, don't despair or loose hope ..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Those who premeditatedly desecrate life and God's creation have no business existing on this planet so beautiful without them.

swisscows.com/en/video/watch?query=cat%20stevens%20morning%20has%20bro..  Dedicated with love to the memory of my Dad

whose birthday was yesterday, Valentines Day
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Thank you epi-cure. Nice dedication! My dear parents will always be in my memory for the love, ethical principles and education

they gave me. Life humiliated by any kind of imposition and mandates, before an experience of dizzying transformations

between responsibility and submission, invites us to conscience. We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism, but we are

suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom. Extreme awareness means asking ourselves about the

responsibility and desire for dominance that is in every ambition for power. These psychopaths despise humility, because their

hearts are full of pride. The humble what he wants is to recognize more and more his total dependence on God.

Humility is to walk in truth, famous phrase of Saint Teresa of Jesus. In Plato's The Republic, Socrates explains them through a

doctrine of the three parts of the soul, suggesting that a person is prudent when knowledge of how to live (wisdom) informs his

reason, brave when informed reason governs his capacity for anger. , temperate when it also governs your desires, and just

when each part performs its proper tasks with informed reason in control. The true leaders serve humanity from a commitment

and unconditional love, it is a generosity in order to be respected, establishing dependent relationships where their role of

helping and serving the needs of the body and soul predominates.
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Guillermou, I have a sometime ritual around the dinner table. Those who cannot attend nonetheless have a place setting set in

their name. Meals shared with family and friends, living or now living in just our hearts, bring us closer together. Tonight the

others at the table will look at at me bemused when I say that chair this evening is for Guillermou (sorry tonight we're not having

the ham fed on an acorn diet).
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Crap. Posting this landed me in fb jail. Again. 30-day term.
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Hi evedawn Oh I seem to get away with it. It seems to depend on the number of likes. 3 is worthwhile enough for me.
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Also, No Forgiveness for those who purposely destroyed, deplatformed, actively censored, physically threatened or Fnancially harmed

those doctors who were eminently qualiFed to express a contrary opinion. Lives and careers were knowingly destroyed by these

animals with no conscience. Life in prison at a minimum.  This tragic episode also needs to be taught in all schools as a lesson on

what happens when free speech is taken away in any society.
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It's really hard to give forgiveness to someone who was behind the death of my brother and the brain bleed of my 13-year-old

niece.
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM
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The problem with those wanting amnesty is that I don’t see any of the major players admit they were wrong. This is all a distraction.

Trials and executions are called for.
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SmallerGovNow
Joined On 7/13/2022 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will NEVER trust the medical community as a whole again. Every commercial from pharma, every word from doctors, every article

published, I will view with skepticism. I, like many others, am very reluctant to go to a doctor for anything. Many of us will probably die

early deaths from conditions that would have been easily treatable if they had been properly identiFed earlier. Maybe this is what they

want. The healthcare system is overloaded and less trust means less demand for their services? Who knows... Chip
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will not die of an early death from conditions that are easily treatable by NOT entering their clutches. Their "treatments"

harm and further sicken you. Stay away from the Sick Maintenance System. God has provided unlimited natural treatments that

truly CURE. Don't ingest toxic drugs that mask a symptom and harm you further. Take control of your health.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Nobody dies before their death, but with lack of knowledge we can can hasten the demise... Exception is cowards, they die

numerous times before their deaths..Go out and live your lives to the fullest, no one makes it outta here alive, cept you're Elijah

or Enoch..
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Sophie26
Joined On 3/3/2021 9:26:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have squeezed every last mile out of the poisonous injection. Now that they can't hide anything at this point they are putting

some energy into damage control but they have moved on with a fury to the next tact to get them to their goal of technocracy

(Totalitarianism) We need to keep our eye on the ball. We should be suspicious of everything now and make sure to look behind the

curtain.
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SmallerGovNow
Joined On 7/13/2022 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The commercials promoting the vax are still blasting the radio waves every day. I listen to conservative radio quite a bit and I'm

amazed that the vax is still being aggressively promoted... Chip
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GoldenFlower
Joined On 12/11/2021 1:39:47 AM
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So many people have died because of the mendacity, of health care, and of the out right lies of the government, and healthcare

providers. Owning up to truth is not going to bring back the murdered children, or ease the hearts of there loved ones. Millions remain

vaccinated, and will forever live on pins and needles, wondering up they will drop dead. Payback is coming, I expect that there will be

an attempt to nationalize healthcare, which must be resisted. The Frst step to restoring will be to abolish the FDA. Otherwise, the

murders will continue.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM
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A great article. I do not believe that trust will come back no matter what they say until we have a new generation that does not know

history and then they will gain trust back. Even if everything they said and did was an honest mistake how could professional medical

scientist and doctors miss the obvious: 1. if you are infect with a virus how is wearing a mask where you are continually breathing into

a mask and then inhaling that same air back in supposed to be healthy? 2. if you are not infected with a virus how is wearing a mask

going to help? 3. why is this virus different from any other virus in history where natural immunity happens? 4. what makes this virus

different and can be spread by people who are not sick? All questions that need to be answered by the medical community but even if

it was all a horrible mistake (if you believe that) if I have a horrible mistake, lets say a car accident. I am truly sorry but I am still

responsible for that accident in every way.
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SmallerGovNow
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And also, why were all dissenting voices silenced and shut down? Why were effective early treatments denied? Chip
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BigSetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot and Mao all "meant well" Such malevolance has been with us for eons. The only thing different today is the tech.

Some wake up, some do not. If it wasnt for the " do nots " such malevolence could not exist.
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Malanka
Joined On 7/1/2012 1:28:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi - I always read all the comments and appreciate the comments everyone makes. I learn a lot from this site. I just read the post

about the book (the nurse) wrote "Calling Out the Shots" apparently explaining how to get rid of what may remain in your body. I did not

get the "jabs" nor did my son, but we did get Covid from someone who had Covid so not sure if the same "stuff" is in our bodies. We

take Serrapeptase and Black Cumin Seed Oil but I am interested in where I can purchase the book that the nurse wrote. We live in

Canada. Sorry, can't remember who made the comment. I am 83 and healthy and look and care for both my 84 year old husband and

my disabled son who is 60 (MS). Thank you. Hope you read this comment.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Malanka: I've not read the book, but the link was listed under Maritt's post:  www.callingouttheshots.xyz     -  Again, I don't

know anything about this book but am posting Maritt's link for you since Dr. Mercola's articles are only available for a few days.

 - Hope that this helps!
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM
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"Tyrants should be forgiven..." My reply: Proverbs 12 and Psalm 140.
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM
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The data are in. Covid-19 gene therapies (vaxes) are death shots, the most dangerous “vax” ever according to CDC's own VAERS

database going back to 1990. It is time for accountability. Should guilty parties wish to apologize, that's Fne, but it should cost them

serious legal Fnes; for those in power who knew their so-called treatments were a scam, prison time is in order. Congress better get

on top of this soon, since the legal challenges will mount up quickly and break the bank if not regulated properly. Here’s some starters

on the way to serious accountability: 1.Congress should cancel all legislation starting with the 1986 act that holds harmless vaccine

manufacturers for harmful products.

It should replace these acts with new legislation that allows individuals or their families to sue vaccine manufacturers for dollar

amounts that are indexed on the extent of harm, from major illness to death, as certiFed by panels of physicians and responsible

medical authorities in different regions of the U.S. 2.The U.S. should leave the World Health Organization or any international body that

purports to regulate U.S. health care. Within a year, the U.S. should cease giving any taxpayer dollars to these bodies that are seeking

global authority over what our government agencies are doing to improve or maintain the health of U.S.

residents. 3.Order the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to conduct a deFnitive large-scale study comparing the health of

vaccinated vs. unvaccinated groups of different ages. The U.S. is the most vaccinated country in the world yet one of the least healthy.

Is public health is served by such a robust vaccination schedule for children-- in 2017 49 doses of 14 different vaccines by age 6--that

has never been proven safe. 4.Pass legislation that prohibits any government health agency or staff member from beneFting

Fnancially from the industry the agency or staffer is regulating.
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prouddadof2
Joined On 6/23/2006 5:57:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those responsible for all of this engineered tragedy need to be held accountable for every action, inwuence, lie, and ultimately every

death that was caused by their disinformation campaign. Without this, the responsible individuals will get off without prosecution, and,

the next group of villains (CDC, WEF, WHO, FDA, Schwab, Gates etc will accept the inaction as an open invitation to continue on their

path to enslave and or eradicate us, the “useless eaters” of the world. Their words, not mine. Prosecute, lock them up and litigate for

the massive amount of Fnancial damage that has been created from the actions.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM
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Amnesty for mass murderers who do not even offer to use their obscenely huge proFts to help the injured & destitute? Allow them to

continue murdering & injuring people? If you permit them to continue & prosper from this, it is rewarding them for it! YOU will be part

of the karma they are earning & YOU will be helping them to murder, destroy & bring down your world. They must be stopped & made

examples of so that no one will ever be tempted to do this again. Even their children must not be permitted to prosper from it!
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I am sorry I do not remember the gentleman's name. Perhaps a book will be written about him, and we will remember his name as we

all remember the name, "Anne Frank". He was a Jewish man. He was a vaccine skeptic. He was exposing government corruption. He

was held "by the authorities". They "said" he got COVID. He cried out and said the government poisoned him and he would be reported

dead from COVID. He said he was a murder victim. He said he was being assassinated by the government for speaking out against

COVID vaccines and tyrannical government actions.

He died. The government said he died of COVID. He said they poisoned and assassinated him. Then, the government controlled

"media" across Israel and America (and Europe one would suppose) mocked a dying man as a "conspiracy theorist" and "anti-vaxxer"

as he was dying and after his death. He said they murdered him. And we are to believe "they're sorry"? He was not an older man.

What are the odds that a man under 70? And under 60? Would naturally die of COVID? The odds are greater than 100 to one ~ at his

age ~ that he would die of COVID so "coincidentally" to suit the government narrative, goals, and ambitions. Someone please write the

book. A whole book on this one man. Because he and Anne Frank have so much in common.

www.timesoFsrael.com/deFant-to-the-end-prominent-israeli-anti-vaxx-a..  DeFant to the end, prominent anti-vaxx activist dies of

COVID In Fnal post, Hai Shoulian rails against vaccination and virus restrictions, claims police tried to poison him: 'This is an attempt

to wipe me out' 9/2021 DeFant to the end, prominent anti-vaxx activist dies of COVID A vocal opponent of vaccines against the

coronavirus died Monday, days after he was hospitalized in serious condition with COVID-19. Hai Shoulian, 57, remained deFantly

opposed to vaccines until his death, “It has nothing to do with the coronavirus. It has nothing to do with vaccines. It has to do with

coercion," he sai
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
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I understand those ventilators are set to destroy lungs. The ventilators can kill people.
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so glad I've been against JABS all my life. I'm Mercola's age and have fought the Allopathic Reductionistic medical cartel for

decades before CORONA 1984. I COMPLY TO NOTHING the gub'ment says and never have so not complying was and is easy for me.

The tough part was WAKING up folks even more than I was before. Like everyone else trying to give info about the PLANDEMIC. This

guy's apology means nothing to me. A little slow on the draw I'd say. He may be concerned about being hunted down Like many should

be.
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LloydG1954
Joined On 4/26/2021 1:23:39 PM
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We can forgive the vaccine pushers after they have stood trial at the ICC in the Hauge.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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Get real ya dumb-(bass!) .GOV stealthily co-ordinates behind thine Holy cloaks and shields with .pHARM Whilst under the massive

magic umbrella of 1986 "0" liability for injury and deathly mayhem unleashes. Whilst DOD/DARPA/NIH/CDC/FDA command the paid

for Shills Media giants air waves insure a whack a mole, thus shred any honesty and integrity to counter the infectious fear you never

bothered to question. So I have a question for you, What the heck do the 1986 Acts of "UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE" mean to YOU?

Flabba-Jabba inject everything that breaths as crash test dummy DATA? As a Future Modern Medicine? It's Creepin me out, this "Late"

to the theater of reality show of Bio-inoculums warfare. It was OBVIOUS! Ohhhh my goodness....that my gubmint woulda/coulda/

never do such a thing to it's own people? HAH! Shame on you, that you contributed to a system of medical genocide in any

way/shape/form. Your wip wop means little to me. It is you that must live in your mind with such wallows.
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katygot
Joined On 4/23/2021 4:03:52 PM
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NO 'PANDEMIC AMNESTY,' WE WANT ACCOUNTABILITY.
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Dr.Ginge
Joined On 7/2/2021 7:30:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not until those who created and imposed the plandemic are tried for crimes against humanity and genocide can we heal. Trust of

medical doctors should be dead. Doctors have actively participated in the medical tyranny. There is no excuse. The majority can not

claim they were not a NAZI. Either through silence or enforcing Fauci’s edicts the medical establishment has willingly , actively

participated in a Dr Mengele experiment. When we don’t learn from history we repeat it. Purposeful lies, suspension of critical thinking,

brainwashing the masses has been systematically orchestrated. Shame on doctors who overnight accepted the lies. Dr. Ginge
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AnnieRoseBlueberry
Joined On 8/3/2020 8:53:07 AM
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Even with all the new and false mea culpa that is beginning, I will forever be distrustful of doctors and hospitals. Many of these

propaganda promoters will just quietly go underground, hoping no one remembers their ugly comments and policies. But they will still

hold onto their staunch belief that the unvaxxed were deserving of death, job loss, and punishment. With only 17% of us in our country

uninjected with the death shot, we are surrounded by those who willingly went along or were psy-oped into doing the government’s

bidding. I will never forget the hateful glares, comments, and actions of those around me, as they discussed the “unclean/unvaxxed”

and how to deal with them.

Even now, the sheeple in my area are devotedly compliant. Hatred drips off their tongues as they talk of family members who still

refuse to take even one shot. They boast of getting everyone else in their family poisoned/vaxxed, including new boosters. It’s so

disturbing to realize the depths some have sunk in their zealous bowing and genuwecting to the altar of Covid. Never forget what they

did to us. Never forget how “Trust the Science” murdered millions of innocents and will murder millions more.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM
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Weird how the villains are also victims in this mess. They will die cursing the unvaxxed.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The introduction of dioxin to the slow kill bioweapon injections will turn the current VAIDS-induced turbo cancer trend into hyperdrive

cancer. www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/palestine-ohio-train-wreck-its-the?..
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM
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"As fallible human beings, all of us share the impulse to justify ourselves and avoid taking responsibility for actions that turn out to be

harmful, immoral, or stupid. Most of us will never be in a position to make decisions affecting the lives and deaths of millions of

people, but whether the consequences of our mistakes are trivial or tragic, on a small scale or a national canvas, most of us Fnd it

diacult if not impossible to say 'I was wrong; I made a terrible mistake.' The higher the stakes - emotional, Fnancial, moral - the greater

the diaculty. It goes further than that. Most people, when directly confronted by evidence that they are wrong, do not change their

point of view or plan of action but justify it even more tenaciously. Politicians, of course, offer the most visible and, often, most tragic

examples of this practice." From the Introduction to Mistakes Were Made ( but not by me) by Carol Tavris & Elliot Aronson.
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Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM
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It is time....way past the time to put gates and fauci and lemmon and many others in prison.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, all: FAUCI, BIRX, FRANCIS COLLINS, BARIC, AZAR, DASZAK, BOURLA, BANCEL, JHA, NJOO, THERESA TAM, WALENSKY,

DOUG FORD, WILLIAMS, KIERAN, MARKS, DE VILLA, JNI, HOTEZ, TEDROS, CDC, FDA OFFICIALS, HANG HIGH! “We want you all

investigated and you allowed to defend your every insane action. Hotez too. Your role in causing deaths. Bright, do not think we

forgot you Rick. Gupta of CNN and his insanity and that media type. We need him investigated too. All in media who conspired

with CDC, NIH, FDA to mislead and deceive the public with fraud information. All! You too Siegal of FOX, you too Cavuto, your

vaccine shill dangerous types. All and any one who it is shown to have played a role in the fraud lunacy of the COVID lockdowns,

I want you investigated, and punished!

All you CEOs of TWITTER and the ones there who cut us off and cancelled us and blocked us as we gave the nation proper

science to make decisions. You at FACEBOOK, CEOs, all. This must be Nuremberg 2.0, you must swing from gallows for what

you did! You could not be that inept so we need this investigated to see how you all did so much wrong. I say there is and was a

level of malfeasance and we need to know who, when where, what, who ordered what, who was incentivized how.”

palexander.substack.com/p/fauci-birx-francis-collins-azar-bourla?utm_s..  (12/27/2022)
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ten254
Joined On 1/3/2021 6:37:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would not mind forgiving if these pro-vaccinators admit their failure. Unfortunately, they refuse to admit that they were wrong and

even more, they continue supporting vaccinators and vaccines as if nothing happened at all. It is like somebody kills a relative of

yours, you forgive him, and subsequently, he kills you. To forgive is the right thing, but you must do anything possible to make sure that

this killer will not harm anybody else. I guess it is duty of everybody who was injured or whose relatives were killed by forced

vaccination to stop them.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Telling us what we already know by carefully selected messengers! Lol! What a name. Like Shiva. When's Dagon and Molech and

Milcom and Dianna/Isis/Astarte gonna show up to the party to prove their greater righteousness than the one who is the Faithful &

True, the only begotten Son of God, eternal and not made? Flash a sign or two, why don't you? Throw some numerology at us. That old

Accuser is working overtime to draw 'em in, then include them in the lineup of heretics & 'collateral damage', necessary sacriFces, isn't

he? Hate speech, baby.....and those who don't think it will apply to them & their own most cherished liberties need to think again. Some

of those who helped torpedo the Bill of Rights forgot about how it protected them, too. That's how that old father of lies, the unfaithful

& untrue, & old MYSTERY works.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emily Oster admits no wrongdoing on her part in the entire essay I noticed. No assuming personal responsibility or repentance. It's not

a matter of deserving mercy or earning it. Forgiveness is always undeserved. But since Oster has done no wrong--according to her

narrative--she is incapable of receiving forgiveness.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL OF THE OUTRAGE EXPRESSED HERE WILL BE REDIRECTED, GUIDED INTO SUPPORTING A GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AS

ORIGINALLY INTENDED BY THOSE WHO EXECUTED THE PANDEMIC IN THE FIRST PLACE. DICTATORS ARE NOT LOOKING FOR A WAY

OUT, THEY'RE LAUGHING AT US. MERCOLA.COM HAS LOST IS BITE.
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree with Gui and others that these people CANNOT be let off the hook or FORGIVEN after the horrible things they said and

did to us. Crimes against humanity is what they should be held accountable for. Thank you Dr Mercola for all that you do to help us!
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GrannySue_203
Joined On 2/14/2007 9:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Certainly glad they put her on, and she did a pretty good job! NO PASS for The Hill after 3+ years villifying all of us that tried to tell the

truth. ABSOLUTELY not buying the whole back-pedaling thing after what they did to Dr Joe, Christian, Sherrie, Mike, Ty & Charlene and

others. NO BUENO to The Hill on their beg for a pass. Nuremberg (without the fake)
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Sno3016
Joined On 7/20/2022 4:24:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet here we are today, still forcing masks in Medical settings, & government buildings. Still forcing college kids to get the jab to enter

higher education facilities. Putting the jab on childhood vaccination schedule! How can there be justice, there will be no justice. To

many follow without question.It is all so maddening!!!
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd advise people to quit college. No matter who wins, there will be no "market" for any of the degrees handed out in the future.
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The data are in. Covid-19 gene therapies (vaxes) are death shots, the most dangerous “vax” ever according to CDC's own VAERS

database going back to 1990. It is time for accountability. Should guilty parties wish to apologize, that's Fne, but it should cost them

serious legal Fnes; for those in power who knew their so-called treatments were a scam, prison time is in order. Congress better get

on top of this soon, since the legal challenges will mount up quickly and break the bank if not regulated properly. Here’s some starters

on the way to serious accountability: 1.Congress should cancel all legislation starting with the 1986 act that holds harmless vaccine

manufacturers for harmful products.

It should replace these acts with new legislation that allows individuals or their families to sue vaccine manufacturers for dollar

amounts that are indexed on the extent of harm, from major illness to death, as certiFed by panels of physicians and responsible

medical authorities in different regions of the U.S. 2.The U.S. should leave the World Health Organization or any international body that

purports to regulate U.S. health care. Within a year, the U.S. should cease giving any taxpayer dollars to these bodies that are seeking

global authority over what our government agencies are doing to improve or maintain the health of U.S.

residents. 3.Order the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to conduct a deFnitive large-scale study comparing the health of

vaccinated vs. unvaccinated groups of different ages. The U.S. is the most vaccinated country in the world yet one of the least healthy.

Is public health is served by such a robust vaccination schedule for children-- in 2017 49 doses of 14 different vaccines by age 6--that

has never been proven safe. 4.Pass legislation that prohibits any government health agency or staff member from beneFtting

Fnancially from the industry the agency or staffer is regulating.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please don't be under any illusion. No one is apologizing for any of the crimes committed and they don't care a Fg about it.

Although this jab is the most toxic to date; there is not a single vaccine that is safe or effective; not a single one has ever been

tested against a placebo and most pharma products are a fraud. The whole medical system, is somewhat effective for

trauma/accidents etc but completely useless for chronic ailments because the whole approach is to "manage" symptoms but

not to cure anything. Doctors know nothing about food and the idea is to put down or hide away all other approaches to health.

I have stopped trusting doctors because mostly they aren't on your side; usually the Frst question you get asked is "did you take

your wu shot" - as if that is going to do anything to promote health. The whole system is marching to the orders of the

WEF/WHO along with big tech and banking to enslave/control people. No one is going to jail or apologizing or going to be

charged with any crime. It is us guys who have to unite and show others the way and hopefully the universe will help the people

who are on the side of truth.
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree completely! These so called scientists knew exactly what they were doing! They have killed the jabbed and shamed the Un

jabbed. They should all be tried and put in prison for life! I will quit here since other people said it better. My son alerted me to train

wreck in Ohio. He was told to go there on business but refused to go. They sent someone else. How many ways can they try to kill us?
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Damage control. With certainty, one can bet that Publicis is behind this bullsh*t.
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rin1948
Joined On 1/22/2019 8:50:15 PM
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Here’s my 2 cents worth.. the “LOVE” of money is the root to all kinds of evil. Control freaks abound around the world. The US

Democratic Party is anti-American in its ideology and the RNC needs some cleaning out too. The United Nations and the WHO are

corrupt to the core. China has powerful inwuences in the WHO. The majority of people it seems who head up some of the most

important departments of the US government are colluding with private businesses and organizations are Democrats. Mr. Bass is

nothing but a wimp and eugenics is pure evil. And yes, there needs to be accountability to all the players involved in this covid

nightmare.

There needs to be term limits period. Isn’t it funny a lot of these covid players are retiring or resigning. What’s that tell ya? Why don’t

we see elected oacials and government department heads being hauled off to jail? If the US military can’t Fgure out what they ought

to do with a Chinese balloon , what would they do if Russia in concert with China, Iran and North Korea behind the scenes launched an

all out attack on the US. There would be no need for a response from our allies.. the party would be over! The deep state is soooo real

and we are in desperate need of real men and women in leadership with real integrity!
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great summary in Frst 15 minutes from Dr. Tent. I have moles everywhere. Weird things are happening now. The patients are terriFed

of you. Hospitals are paid to lose. rumble.com/v221ubi-dhs-doctors-roundtable.html
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Frst 15 minutes is a great summary from Dr. Tent. rumble.com/v221ubi-dhs-doctors-roundtable.html
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too late. Him and those like him are why we're in our predicament.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM
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What about all the Armed Forces of the United States forced to take the jab with results not even discussed? Or those kicked out of

service for refusing the jabs? Or the potential draft in which all of these people might be jabbed as routine vaccinations . . . No

reasonable person should want anything to do with government service IF they are forced to take the jabs. So the only response is

likely to be forced into service with a Draft. My opinion is to force the Jab on every member of Congress Frst. Force every employee of

these corporations producing the jab to get the jab Frst before it ever goes out to the public. Then publicly issue the voting record of

every person in Congress over the last 4 years.

I would also break up the media ownership in an antitrust action. I would be concerned with the antitrust laws that allow the wire

services to continue under current circumstances. Some people may be shocked by the bias reporting done in today's world. I think

also an investigation of the American Medical Association would bring that house of power down also. Especially with violations of

the Privacy Act. All law is only as good as the people enforcing said laws. But the 14th Amendment is unique in that it forces someone

to prove they are not guilty. All other law is you are innocent until proven guilty. Use that 14th Amendment to make these people prove

they are innocent of any crime.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It disturbed me greatly that my family physician has notes about not having the jab in my medical records. The medical history

of all of us is likely to be complicated by individual environmental factors that may make said jabs fatal. I put those records in

question because there are many valid reasons why any medical procedure may have tragic results if the entire picture is not

known. One treatment seldom works with all individuals. I question whether the motivation is to kill off all the old people to

avoid paying them social security and medicare. That puts 50 governors on the line for charges of manslaughter when they

moved covid patients into nursing homes in which many vulnerable people reside. Well lawyers and politicians often cover each

other's backs. In a real justice system they all should be brought up on charges. The general charge should start with Conduct

Unbecoming. Lots of luck getting any of this done.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It disturbs me how clueless and amoral doctors have shown themselves to be during this lunacy.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Armed forces in most of the G20 countries were purposely coerced to take the clot shots which will decimate the armed forces

in a few years or incapacitate them. I imagine this was done for launching the "one world govt" takeover. Moreover, even now,

despite the phony apologies etc, now covid jabs are included in the children's vaccine schedule - which is clearly aimed at

depopulation via death, disease or infertility. Sad thing is that people like us who understand this aren't united enough to come

to the streets and put a stop to it. Our phony legal system, or the army or the other public personalities are all sold out, so it is

only people like us and blessings from the universe, who are the hope.
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE ALL KNOW BY NOW THAT MANY MORE VACCINES ARE GOING TO BE COMING DOWN THE ROAD. LIKE GATES SAID "IMPROVED

VERSIONS".
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Dev50841
Joined On 3/1/2018 7:23:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abusers always apologize so they can get past your defenses and abuse you in worse ways. Don't buy it folks it's a common

psychological tool. If you forgive it it will become a bigger monster. They all need to suffer and giving people back the money they

stole is only a start. They need to be treated like the dogs that Fauci tortured, tied up and experimented on and if they complain about

it they should have their vocal cords cut.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can Fnd their "amnesty" with God, after swinging on the end of a rope.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would you string up Emily Oster? Not sure how much she really knew. What about that nosy neighbor? Or your aunt who wished

death on you and refused to invite you for Thanksgiving? So complicated.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lulivingnicholsgmail.com Oster for sure, since she's a piece of garbage a evidenced by the fact that she works a Brown and

writes articles for The Atlantic, both of which are pushers of the NWO. As far as an aunt, probably not, but it's possible

depending on several factors. I've got an aunt that I loved and had great respect for, but she pushed the narrative and berated

those that were against it. Her otherwise VERY HEALTHY husband was one of them that ended up on a respirator and died. I

wouldn't hang her because she's already dealing with the consequences of it, but if she was one of them involved with giving the

jab or working on behalf of TPTB in an oacial capacity, then YES - the noose.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel that the more that is out there opposing the 'oacial' narrative, the better. Bass may be a puppet, but I often watch The Rising

(Batya and Robby are my favorites) and when I viewed this segment I felt that it may well do some good toward red-pilling more

individuals. The truth is now out there for anyone who wishes to see, but it requires that they start getting their information from a

wider variety of sources. I've watched 2 of the 5-hr CHD series "Never again is now global" thus far (

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/never-again-vera-sharav-chd-tv/  ) and highly recommend it. The interviewees state that

'plausible deniability' for those who masterminded the psyops is not acceptable, and one Rabbi (Michael Green) noted that:  "The idea

that I need to suspend my reasoning, conscience, and judgement to do what is good for the group is anti-biblical!"  --  Very powerful

documentary!
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We have witnessed a massive ongoing loss of life in America due to distrust of the vaccines and the health care systems"??? I Fnd it

quite the inverse as many, many people have died due to their trust in "the science and the system" and also numerous people that

were forced and coerced to take the jabs in order to maintain employment, schools, etc. Only the distrustful and those able to

Fnancially withstand the pressure to not comply are the ones to come out of this sh*t show with their lives, but they too can't claim to

be unscathed. Not one person involved with perpetrating this upon their fellow man should go without blame and culpability.
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Fre9616
Joined On 7/7/2019 7:54:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding the technical side of deleting posts. There are two ways to mass delete posts. The Frst is cherry picking by hand which

clears the post from one's timeline as well as the site's search engine. The second is by using an app. Here's the thing about those

apps: while they do clear one's timeline the posts often remain in the general search. Just depends on the app. I've tested several

accounts that have cleared their timeline using an app. About 50% of them continue to show cleared posts in the search bar. Example

of how to test: go to the search bar on the site. Enter the account you are researching followed by the word you're researching.

Example: if I was to research everything Edward Snowden has mentioned regarding Julian Assange I'd type in the search bar:

@Snowden Julian Assange. Everything he's posted regarding the topic appears. Bass has used a method that has indeed cleared the

general search engine. Btw, Dr. Mercola: you continue to be shadow banned on the bird site. When I conduct this test on your account

only replies to your comments, not your actual comments, are loaded. Your main account is also not appearing in a search. Hope this

helps.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry. When you do premeditated murder of not a few but MILLIONS of people, an apology from the gallows doesn't carry much clout.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The start of eugenics theory ,in the 1910 era, Germany ,pushed by the jewish school`ers, was bought up ,with the GOYUM , as the

[useless eaters],And started killing of the poorest people,Truth is people in power will kill as many as they can get away with.Can you

picture , common folks ,telling the rich too ,Frst kill your own children ?....So, "That which Mercy can not Rehabilitate,Justice will

eventually Annihilate".
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity has simply become a disposable item to those at the tops of totem poles. Here is really great clue to this. 1973 Pres Lyndon

Johnson states on live networks TV the following. "There is a War in Viet Nam, many have died, and many more will die until "OUR

COMMITMENT" has been fulFlled!! " Now ask yourself just one tiny question! Who the heck is the one guy who can put an end to all

this in just a few words in a statement as the one person who is Commander in Chief?  Yet he did nothing. More Killing.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday, Valentine’s Day, WHO had an emergency meeting over Marburg virus threat and already vaccines are being made. The next

scamdemic is coming just as Gates “predicted.”
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saw that! Have always said "the same players are in all the same positions" and we wonder why it all continues. ZERO

accountability anywhere to be seen. This is the infancy of what these perps have already planned and planning years from now.

Until a rapist is stopped it will continue raping.
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boxerdogofmine
Joined On 2/10/2023 8:37:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bass is evil, has a reprobate mind. He hates God and is literally welcoming God’s judgement upon himself.
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Kennedyclan
Joined On 3/3/2021 5:40:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kevin endorsed evil and will be held accountable; he is no hero, just a creep working on saving his hide.
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morganhealth
Joined On 11/9/2020 5:12:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will forgive simply because it does me no good to carry grudges. But I will never forget, nor will I ever trust the

medical-pharmaceutical establishment again. However in the interest of honesty, I had very little trust in them before the Covid

debacle.
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goatherd0
Joined On 9/28/2017 6:04:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Bass, what about the ones trashed by your group Who had their careers and lives destroyed by your group who KNEW the truth. I

say no way and they all should be neutered to prevent more of their kind in this world.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The darkest nightmare of the billionaire class is that the 99% will awaken, unite and take power. What is going on with the aspersions

and vituperations now wying around is just what they want. A divided 99% is dispersing its energy and potential power Fghting itself.

Divide and control has been the strategy of ruling classes since civilization became hierarchical. Fear is one of their most powerful

tools. The Teutonic barons of mideival Germany had agreements to maintain a low level of warfare, else the peasants would not

expend energy to build and maintain the castles of the barons. As Gore Vidal said decades ago; "The rulers do not need to conspire.

They think alike." It is so obvious yet is unrecognized. The mercenaries of the billionaire class have worked diligently to erase any that

promote the idea of 99% unity.

They destroyed the Paris Commune. They hounded the IWW into oblivion. " An injury to one is an injury to all" is anathema to the

.00001%. MLK was assassinated when his moral suasion started to include economic analysis. Before his "Beyond Vietnam" speech

he had 3 Secret Service guardians protecting him. The day after LBJ removed them essentially removing the game wardens and

saying it is now open season. MLK knew then his days were numbered. It is diacult for me to read articles like this. I just see the 99%

Fghting amongst themselves while the banksters, the puppet masters, sit back, smoke their Cuban cigars and chortle.
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Fiona2
Joined On 5/15/2011 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jobs for the less intelligent...hmmm...how about we stop pumping babies and small children full of neurotoxins, stop feeding them

processed junk "food"* and make sure Mothers and babies have the proper nutrients to gestate and grow a healthy brain? Interact with

children from day one in ways that promote proper brain development in a low stress, loving and supportive environment. Make sure

they get plenty of fresh air and sunshine, and provide healthy challenges appropriate to each child's needs and preferences. When the

time comes, how about schools going back to actually teaching children what they need to know** to thrive in our crazy world and

don't promote them to the next grade until they master the skills of their current one.

It all starts at home... there will be many fewer "less intelligent" people in one generation. * Who were those 2 ladies that were popular

some years ago that talked about the food crisis? They said there's no such thing as junk food, it's either food or it's junk. I concur. **

Though it's not used much anymore, learning cursive contributes to brain development through the use of Fne motor skills.

Whole language method to teach reading vs phonics will make better spellers. Learning to do math manually in your head is also

excellent for the brain. Music appreciation and education even if the child doesn't play an instrument. NOTE: The state of Oregon will

be putting a measure on the ballot in Nov 2024 for school choice. If you are an Oregonian please vote for it. Don't believe the lies of the

opposed. (Look at who sponsors the arguments.) All the kids that will supposedly be harmed by the measure will actually be helped

exponentially.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fiona, you might be interested in Dr Gabor Mate's book "The Myth of Normal: Trauma, Illness and Healing in a Toxic Culture".

Strongly recommended for ALL.
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tendeleo
Joined On 6/15/2014 10:55:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, the great communicator. :-) Much respect. :-)
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dia1910
Joined On 12/31/2020 8:08:47 AM
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Yes, nothingsound, you are right about Trump; but have we gotten any better direction from Biden? It was obvious from the beginning

that Trump wanted to be the hero in all this, but he was played big time by Fauci, et al. That just goes to show how devious these

people are. They are willing to release an untested vaccine on the world just to rid the U.S. of a man who was throwing a wrench in

their demonic plans.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question? How does someone with supposed intelligence and bravado and care for running our Country “get played”?

“Operation Warp Speed” was a travesty that President Trump should NEVER have allowed. Plain and simple. Where oh where is

his brain? With the money changers? It is true, President Trump took some good actions during his term for the good of all. But

Operation Wrap Speed is a glaring example of failure for our Nation.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I trust neither. Both are bad guys.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget, Trump grew up during the time when vaccines were lauded as the cure-all and savior of mankind. If you want to

blame one man, just one man, only one man, for all that has happened these past three years, then you don't understand what

really occurred. And what president has not made a few mistakes during his admin? Golly gee, if you want to blame someone,

blame me. I voted for him! The alternative was just too, um, disgusting. She would sell her soul to the devil and not bat an eye.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At worst Fauci fades into a cushy we the people funded pension until he dies. This is the way of justice in the swamp. All the same

players are in all the same positions and 'we" have paid for their generous pay raises during the last 3 years for doing this to humanity.

Not ONE of the perps responsible for ALL that occurred with hatching and implementing the great 2020 scamdemic has remotely been

held to account. Not ONE on the entire planet in 3 + years. Astonishing when you consider the scope and entirety of what was done

with humanity and continues virtually unabated. In the distance, I can hear Jordan and Comer spinning fast on their hamster wheels

ranting-raving, and investigating on "our" dime getting absolutely nowhere other than revealing what we already know. The redundancy

is deafening! Just sayin
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masterexorcist
Joined On 2/2/2009 12:29:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm all for forgiveness after the entire truth is told. If somebody wants forgiveness for "unnamed scientists who gave him bad advice",

they should Frst name and present these "scientists". Then clearly state which Human Rights they violated, sign a declaration that they

will never do it again whether or not "somebody" orders them to do so. THEN ask for forgiveness.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM
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Bravo!!! So how do we get justice? How do we make them pay for their crimes?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE pay for their crimes as in we will pay their pensions and pay raises until they die for doing such wonderful things to us and

intentionally. A disgrace beyond measure
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not only the Covid crooks that are now backpedalling. There are many that climb on the backs of people on the way UP their ladder

of success..When they get up there they see there's nothing but a dark expansion of space..So now with their Billions they start to

"slowly" slide back and mingle with normal society; many of the said people they screwed on their way up..Heck they even toss you a

bone or two here and there to keep your mouth shut and your mind off their wicked past..Know any of these crooks? Until individual

responsibility is adopted and practised, i'm afraid these crooks and their crookery will continue to wourish... A sweet lil gem.

https://youtu.be/6bVKxRhM1P8
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Joined On 11/16/2022 8:37:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I object to these people claiming they represented the "scientiFc community". True scientists would never have proceeded down the

path that these control freaks tried to impose on the rest of us.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You folks act like it's over and now what do we do to punish them. It's far from over. This was just Round 1. Round 2 will be much

scarier. TB anyone? Who knows what is up their sleeves but the general public will go running back to them in fear. Sheep never

change their habits unless it is through the grace and power of God.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right B1...its just beginning. Why wouldn't it be with all the same players in all the same positions and those who are retired or

resign are replaced with equal or worse. Yeah right...it's over WTF!
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Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, all you have to do is listen to “Master BG” (Bill Gates) conjecturing about the next Pandemic.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, yesterday WHO held an emergency meeting over a Marburg outbreak and vaccines are being prepared. They are ready to

Fre up all these new 5G towers that have popped up everywhere.
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh ya we are just getting started. 500,000.,000 by 2030 is the goal. These REPTILE BRAIN BOUGHT OFF GLOBALIST WHORES

shilling for Klausy and Billy through our little NAZI dictators here in Scarborough Ontario CHINADA and globally will destroy

whatever needs destroying as we just witnessed in East Palistein Ohio dioxin (other chemicals too) spill on beautiful farm land.

They are being EXPOSED which is what they HATE. So we keep EXPOSING. It's laughable that we have a push for 15 minute

cities in CHINADA which is sort of HUGE. Nothing in my life here in CHINADA is only 15 minutes away by car even. Hilarious
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree and the pharma companies perhaps realize that all their vaccines are a fraud and many people will ditch the jabs all

together as well as rest of their fraudulent products; so they are trying to appeal to "science" and a "belief" in the same; whereas

everything that they do is for money and not for science or for anyone's life. They may pause for a while and lie low etc, but they

have to "deliver" on the decimation of humanity; and they aren't going to stop anytime soon. In countries like US, I see no one

taking to the streets for illegally / unscientiFcally locking us down, restricting our movement and coercing people to take the

clot shot. There are also no cases in the courts, apart from the one on the collusion between big tech to silence scientists etc.

For people with half a brain, it is clear as daylight that corruption runs deep in US, politicians are all sold out and controlled by

corporations and while people were busy watching football, politicians were delivering on legislation, which allows the Govt to

get away with almost anything. Covid jabs were under EUA, so despite people dropping dead, no charges can be brought to

bear. Unless people are willing to hit the streets and are willing to upturn the whole criminal system, at the local, state and

federal level - this is going to continue and one Fauci will be replaced with another, just like one Jacinda or Justin will be

replaced with another.
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Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forget about restoring trust in any government agency , This last election and pandemic showed a clear picture of how corrupt all

agencies were and are ! A complete overhaul is necessary
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

49%?? It's HIGHER than that! WHY??........Because so-called 'polls' LIE!!! They ALWAYS HAVE, and they ALWAYS WILL. (People haven't

Fgured this out by now?????) So-called 'polls' are just yet ANOTHER WAY to MANIPULATE you (aka Mind Control).
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I kinda think that too.
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM
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This is the line that nails it. I say this because I cannot understand the use and lack of informed consent of a HEAVY METAL

GADOLINIUM being directly injected for almost all MRI’s. Thirdly, Bass admits that the errors committed by the scientiFc community

continue to this day. It’s all over pubmed the toxicity of this lanthanide. It doesn’t ALL come out!!!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time for Nuremberg Trials II. Hang them high.
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blindfolds and cigarettes- Giv bass a used butt and a bloody fold
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../CivTSuEjw6Qp  https://viroliegy.com  Free yourself from germ theory. It is the only way forward.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Please look at this The introduction of dioxin to the slow kill bioweapon injections will turn the current VAIDS-induced turbo cancer

trend into hyperdrive cancer.
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MrPlod
Joined On 1/21/2022 3:04:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There Are Certain “Things” that are “UnForgivable”  Crimes Against Humanity is One of Them.! This is Only Possible, when you have A

“Dictatorship “ in Charge. This Happens when the General Public, Have”Apathy” towards their environment and surroundings. There

are Always “Ruthless Shepherds” eager to lead the Flock..! Protections must be put in place that are Cast in Stone What has happened

to the American Constitution? Bit by Bit it is being Moulded in favour of the Ruling Elite.! That Must be Stopped, and Not be able to be

Manipulated by the Lunatic Fringe Parties, Run by Unscrupulous Politicians, Who have Never worked a Day in their lives, but Due to

“Apathy” amongst the General Public, Sweet talk their way into Control, with Promises they will Never keep. We need Men/Women of

Integrity, Who are “QualiFed” to Hold Positions of Responsibility . Then you wouldn’t need Corrupted Institutions like the FBI & CIA. To

Coverup their Misdemeanours!
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM
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Cartoons are an excellent way to tell a story without having to read long articles (especially suitable for the many glued to their phones

all day). The above cartoon is brilliant and can easily be downloaded (right click and saved) and forwarded to others.
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Levbennoah
Joined On 9/9/2021 7:15:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It occurred to me that the reason for the push to get everyone vaccinated was because of the contrast in outcome was apparent

between the vaccinated and unvaccinated, they new the side affects and the potential damage to the immune system. With half the

population unvaccinated there is a stark evidence of that damage from the vaccine. It,appears that the virus was released for the

purpose of the injection as we are vaccinating infants who have an astronomicaly small chance of adverse affect to the virus. The

injection has another purpose other than protection from the virus as it offers no protection and make you more prone to infection, in

twenty years you will see the affect on these infants. And now they are gearing up,the next round of Mrna vaccine for the bird wu, what

will be the outcome if you have two different Mrna vaccines in your system? If the spike protein is similar to AIDS, is it transferred by

bodily wuids?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 6:25:43 AM
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money and power have destroyed our health care system! It will take more than a lone voice in the wilderness to change things.

However a forest Fre is started by a tiny spark.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 6:10:43 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Healthcare System? We lost that when the Rockefeller MaFa took it over.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 7:09:13 AM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The gullible and inappropriately trusting and those with their new idolatrous religion of the oxymoron "consensus science" who

received the biological warfare injection won't be around in the harsh times to come, but the arrogant politicians and authoritarians

who pushed it yet not for themselves will be a threat in the power grabs in the future that displaces what will be gone with The Great

Collapse. If you can't outvote those who vote for their own demise, then prepare to outlive them.             be prepared, be very prepared

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 6:08:46 AM
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They had their chance to do good in the world, all they are doing is severly destroying the ecosystems of the world with their

pesticides. Let mother nature do her thing, she will reduce the human population anyway, no need to poison the earth and remaining

humans with chemicals and gene tech.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 5:50:05 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lies travel around the world faster than truth. Truth usually (but not always) wins out in the long run, but not before a lot of damage

and suffering has been done. The false narrative is the power of the state. People who are too trusting are easily fooled, but a few will

see through the deception. Truth sees the light when justice removes its blindfold. pixels.com/.../aye-magine
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ThePazyryk
Joined On 7/17/2006 1:12:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid liberal cabal dictatorship sound just like the ecclesiastics of Portugal.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 5:08:38 AM

( Like  ) Dislike

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They want to KILL us, ( it called a Genicide, like 1918) and those who didn't do their research and got caught up with the Covid lies, got

( themselves gabbed with serious toxins). It is sad, many lives have been shorten... so sad. PFzer, wants 770,000M dead by 2028...!!

Holy Moses. These corporations are EVIL/ criminal !!!
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evoxrs
Joined On 8/25/2021 4:13:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need one simple change. Anyone who makes a public comment/statement for gain, that is false, ought to be able to be sued by

anyone for the consequences that followed their propaganda. Take all their money. simple. Bankrupt the CDC, the FDA, big Pharma,

the media etc.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2023 2:28:42 AM
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pmu3363
Joined On 10/3/2022 3:54:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped trusting Doctors when I became an adult.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They knew: why didn't the unvaccinated do more to warn us?  The unvaccinated knew what we didn't. Some of them said too little.

Most said nothing at all. A lot of blood is now on their hands. iqfy.com/unvaccinated-silence
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr27915 There were plenty of doctors, virologists, and even politicians who stood up and spoke against all of this nonsense. I

was on board with them from the beginning and found them easily, but then I have been a long time follower of Tennpenny,

Mercola, and Mikovits. From there I discovered Malone, Cowan, WakeFeld, Bobby Kennedy Jr, and others, ("Disinformation

Dozen").
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Bunky1002
Joined On 10/28/2022 8:08:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this isn't gaslighting, I don't what is. We have tried to warn our friends and family about the dangers of the Covid vaccine and

no one would listen. 2 people in our circle of friends died 3-6 months after receiving the jab and one went blind. None of them

wanted to consider getting there Vit D3 levels tested or consider changing their diets. We were scoffed at for taking Ivermectin

in early 2021 as a preventive. We eat clean and exercise. We have not been sick but our vaccinated friends have had Covid

multiple times. Now they are getting bronchitis or frequent colds. Blood clots, strange neurological disorders. How do we

convince them that they were wrong? How dare you suggest that blood is on the hands of the unvaccinated?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Myself - I referred anyone and everyone to Dr. Mercola's community, the FLCCC Alliance, Dr. Kary Mullis, Dr. David Martin, tried

to explain Absolute Risk vs. Relative Risk, Salk Institute - the Spike is the toxin, etc., etc.. Myself - to-date - no jab and no

Covid-19. I have also tried to inform people about WTC-7 (I have the 13th woor steel framing plans), JFK murder, John Foster

and Allen Dulles brothers, USS Liberty, etc., etc.. And for people to become a CIA Thinker.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr - You know that saying "you can lead a horse to water..." ???
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I assume you are being facetious or provocative, bfr. If not, and mean to be taken seriously, then it might help to know that the

unvaxed probably had no more knowledge than you did before 2020. Most unvaxxed people act on a combination of instinct,

intelligence and doing their own research or learning from mercola.com. Why didn’t you ask questions, apply a bit of logic or ask

for advice from an unvaxxed friend if you were unsure what to do? It seems your mindset is the problem, not that of the

unvaxxed. You need to start thinking independently and not expect others to do it for you. Just because someone on TV said to

go get vaxxed, that doesn’t mean you should.

Best reserve your accusation for those in authority whose duty it is to keep you safe - that includes your doctor, the vaccine

companies, the regulators of new medicines and any oacial or government advisor. The media are just repeating what they

have been told to say. In 2021, I did inform family about the risks but the information was returned unread. Another close family

member said she didn’t want to hear conspiracy theories. Many medical professionals and scientists have been censored or

lost their licences for speaking the truth.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM
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I think that's meant to be humorous.
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr, I replied with a long post, then someone mentioned that it was supposed to be humorous. So I deleted it.
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